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Post_title:
ID1:

07: Long Sutton
1236

comment_content:
I am willing for Ged001 to be considered as a stand
alone site or in conjunction with adjoining sites.
Ged001 has a long road frontage to Gedney Road. All
services are available: street lighting, pavement, cycle
path, bus stop. Also within the speed limited area.

comment_author:

Robert Williamson

Officer Comment:
Confirmation of the site’s availability, as a stand-alone
site or as a larger site is welcome. The availability of
street lighting and pavement along the Gedney Road
frontage is noted, the SHLAA identifies that ‘there are
two bus stops close to the site’ but there is no cycle path.
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Officer Recommendation:
Ged001 is not one of the more suitable Potential
Housing Sites in Long Sutton and should not be taken
forward as a Preferred Option Housing Allocation.
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ID1:

1237

comment_content:
Care needs to be taken between Station Road, Seagate
Road and Wisbech Road because of potential fluvial
flooding and run off issues. Whilst appreciating this can
be mitigated, it needs to be flagged up in advance. The
area, if developed, needs full note to be taken of
sustainable drainage to minimise any run off on to
nearby development. The principal location of
commercial development off Bridge Road, and in Little
Sutton, is appropriate to serve both Long Sutton and
Sutton Bridge, and neighbouring villages. Generally
favour development in a north western direction.

ID1:

1238

comment_content:
has submitted a site on behalf of Mr Hillard for
consideration. It is behind the business site and extends
behind Bridge Road Industrial Estate and No 46 Bridge
Road. It also has a frontage onto Wisbech Road and
wraps around No6.

comment_author:

Cllr C Brewis

Officer Comment:
The majority of the site is within Flood Zone 3a, flood
hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for most’, and
flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘0.25-0.5m’, but site
Los030 is within Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is
classified as ‘danger for most’, and flood depth in 2115
is classified as ‘0.5-1m’, not the most sequentially
preferable sites but with less risk than most other sites
in Long Sutton. The development of this size site would
require a surface water/sustainable drainage strategy to
ensure that surface water run off can be dealt with
appropriately. Such issues will be dealt with in more
detail in later versions of the Plan, and the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan that will accompany it, as well as through
the planning application process. Support for the
employment land allocations is welcome. Support for
Site Ged001, Ged014 and Lut011within the northwestern part of Long Sutton is noted.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
Los015 (including Los012 and Los030) is one of the
more suitable Potential Housing Sites in Long Sutton and
should be taken forward as Preferred Option Housing
Allocation. LO002 Bridge Road Industrial Estate and new
site LO009 south of Bridge Road is one

G R Merchant

Officer Comment:
This has been registered as Los043 in the SHLAA.
The SHLAA identifies Los043 as bordering onto existing
and proposed industrial uses to the north and east, and
these may impact upon the amenities that would be
enjoyed by any dwellings.
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Officer Recommendation:
Los043 is not one of the more suitable Potential
Housing Sites in Long Sutton and should not be taken
forward as a Preferred Option Housing Allocation.
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ID1:

1239

comment_content:
I have grave concerns on using Los020, Los006 &
Los009 for potential housing sites. Of all the proposed
lots these 3 would have an impact on the largest
number of residents. These 3 lots are surrounded on 3
sides by established housing and the 4th side by green
fields, the current road infrastructure is not sufficient to
cope with the increased traffic demands this housing
would place on them. The only access would be via
current cul de sacs or off Station Road, this road
already has a weight limit to restrict access and ensure
the bulk of traffic coming into Long Sutton uses Gedney
Road or the B1359 If housing were to go ahead on
these lots the increased traffic in these parts of Long
Sutton given the Primary School's location and
generally elderly retired population must be considered
as the heavier traffic and these 2 groups do not
generally mix well and could well lead to higher
pedestrian accidents Given the main access routes for
Long Sutton are Gedney Road and the B1359 the other
potential housing areas identified off these roads
(Los12,15&30) or off Gedney Road (Los014, 001,
Lut011) make more sense and would be more suitable
for the current road infrastructure. Los26 &LOS008
which are adjacent to new housing that has been
recently built makes sense and houses here would not
suffer from road traffic noise off the busy A17 trunk
road.

comment_author:

Mr G Jones

Officer Comment:
It is accepted that the site is bounded on the northern,
eastern and western boundaries by residential
properties, but that is also true of other sites in Long
Sutton, and indeed the plan area. The Highways
Authority identifies that ‘Los019 appears to be
accessible from the turning area at the end of Lancaster
Drive although there may be a ransom strip. The site
could be accessed through Los006 and Los020 where
provision should be made to complete the road to the
site boundary; Site Los020 may be accessible from
Dunlin Drive although not solely and there may be a
ransom strip. The site could be accessed through Los006
and provision should be made to the site boundary of
Los019; a wide access to Los006 is available to Station
Road/Cowpers Gate between two dwellings. Visibility on
the traffic approach side is satisfactory. Visibility to the
south is over the frontages of adjacent dwellings and
could be compromised. Provision should be made to
Los009 and Los020; site Los009 is accessible through
Los006 where provision should be made to complete
the road to the site boundary.’ It appears that
satisfactory access can be achieved, although this may
not be as straightforward as for other sites. The
Highways Authority has not indicated that the traffic
associated with this development would create an
adverse impact upon existing traffic levels in Long
Sutton or road safety. Los012, Los015 and Los030: the
Highways Authority have not indicated that the current
traffic flows and road safety on Seagate Road would be
adversely impacted by the development of this site and
‘the carriageway and footway on Wisbech Road are
adequate to serve residential development on this site.
The frontage appears wide enough to accommodate the
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Officer Recommendation:
Los019, Los006, Los009, Los020, Los014, Ged001 and
Lut011 are not some of the more suitable Potential
Housing Sites in Long Sutton and should not be taken
forward as Preferred Option Housing Allocations.
Los015 (including Los012 and Los030) is one of the
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required junction and has sufficient visibility. Provision
should be made to Los015’. It appears that a
satisfactory, straightforward access solution can be
achieved to this site. The Highways Authority identifies
that ‘Los014 provides access between existing dwellings
which is unsuitable but could be made suitable if
dwelling(s) were demolished. This is important because
the site appears to provide access to Los027 and Los028
and all three need to be developed as one.’ The
Highways Authority identifies that ‘safe access with
good visibility can be formed onto Gedney Road
avoiding the Fleet River.’ The Highways Authority
identifies that ‘vehicular access [to Lut011] could be
difficult. The access onto Lime Walk is directly opposite
Anfield Road and would form a crossroads with it. It
would be preferable if access could be formed to
Gedney Road or from Ged001.’ The Highways Authority
identifies that ‘access [to Los026] from Lime Walk could
be achieved but the existing frontage footway and
surface water drainage would need to be extended to
the site. Ideally there should be a vehicular connection
to Los008 and Anfield Road/Magpie Close’ and that
‘Los026 could be developed off Lime Walk provided the
frontage footway, drainage and street lighting are
extended. Secondary access off Magpie Close and
connection to Los008 would be desirable.’
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ID1:

1240

comment_content:
LOS018 is located west of Platform Drive. Long Sutton
and adjoins LOS007. LOS007 adjoins LOS003. These
three parcels of land adjoin modern residential
development to both the south and east. We are not in
touch with the owners of LOS002 or LOS004. We would
ask that parcels LOS003 , LOS007 and LOS018 are
treated as a 'stand alone' submission. The classification
of'undevelopable' is based on the supposition that
LOS018, LOS007 and LOS003 require to have an access
via LOS004 or LOS002 to Lutton Garnsgate. This is not
the case. Attached is a copy of our submission made on
behalf of the owner of LOS018 to the Local Planning
Authority (SHDC) in connection with the current local
plan. The points raised still apply. In short LOS018
would appear capable of development directly from
Platform Drive, Long Sutton. We hereby request that
LOS018 is treated as developable, in conjunction with
LOS003 and LOS007.

comment_author:

Geoffrey Collins & Co

Officer Comment:
The Highways Authority identifies that ‘provided there is
no ransom strip at the end of Platform Drive, there is no
capacity or safety reason why the road should not be
extended into this site’, therefore it appears that an
access could be achieved, although it may not be as
straightforward as for other sites. Even so, Los018,
Los007 and Los003 are within Flood Zone 3a, flood
hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for most’, and
flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘1.0-2.0m’, some of
the least sequentially preferable sites in terms of flood
risk in Long Sutton.
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Officer Recommendation:
Los003, Los007 and Los018 are not some of the more
suitable Potential Housing Sites in Long Sutton and
should not be taken forward as Preferred Option
Housing Allocations.
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ID1:

1242

comment_content:
has submitted land that lies between Long Sutton and
Little Sutton for residential or commercial
development. It is between 64 and 90 Bridge Road and
wraps around 74 - 82 Bridge Road.

comment_author:

Mr S Walton

Officer Comment:
This has been registered as Los044 in the SHLAA.
A significant area of land has been submitted by parcel:
LO009 Land to the south of Bridge Road: The site's
eastern frontage looks to be wide enough to
accommodate a suitable access and there is suitable
visibility in both directions. Bridge Road is the old A17 so
is of a suitable standard to be able to accommodate the
vehicular activity associated with a B1 B2 and B8 use on
this site. LO009 would provide a cluster of employment
uses, being in close proximity to the established Bridge
Road Industrial Area and the Princes site. LO010: Land to
west of Hundreds Lane: The northern part of the site
could be satisfactorily accessed from Bridge Road. The
southern part of the site to the south of the existing
Hundreds Lane access to the food processing site has a
7.5 tonne maximum weight limit. Some substantial
improvement works would be required on Hundreds
Lane and potentially to the A17. LO011: Land to the east
of Hundreds Lane: The new site to the south of the
existing food processing site could be developed as an
extension to the existing factory but there is a 7.5 tonne
maximum weight limit on Hundreds Lane (to the south
of the existing Hundreds Lane access to the food
processing site). If access were to be formed there,
some substantial improvement works would be required
on Hundreds Lane and potentially to the A17. LO010 and
LO011 would also have an adverse impact upon the
countryside character of the area. Both sites are also
likely to have significant opening up highways
infrastructure costs, which would need to be borne by a
developer. These sites are therefore considered to be
undevelopable in this plan period. Los044 would have
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Officer Recommendation:
The site should not be taken forward as a Preferred
Housing Site.
New site LO009 south of Bridge Road is one of the more
suitable Potential Employment Sites in South Holland
and it should be taken forward as a Preferred Option
Employment Allocation. LO010 Land to west of
Hundreds Lane and LO011 Land to EAST of Hundreds
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adverse visual impacts - development in the area is
scattered with the cohesive built-up area of the town
located to the west. The site's development would
extend the town's built-up area eastwards along Bridge
Road whilst other options can consolidate the built-up
area. The character of local development is
predominantly commercial/industrial and the
introduction of a residential estate would appear
incongruous...there are existing ijndustrial uses to the
site's east and north-west - these uses may impact upon
the amenities enjoyed by any new dwellings.'
ID1:

1243

comment_content:
has put Silverhill Holiday Park forward as a housing
site. It would be developed in two parts. Five detached
dwellings will be sort through a planning application in
the short term on the current parking and reception
area. The larger parcel of land to the rear is promoted
for a mix of about 50 market and affordable houses in
the next 5-10 years. It is suggested the site benefits
from facilites in both Lutton and Long Sutton.

comment_author:

Mrs E Whettingsteel

Officer Comment:
This has been registered as Lut020 in the SHLAA.
Lut020 would have adverse visual impacts development in ths area is currently scattered, with the
cohesive built up area of Long Sutton to the south and
that of Lutton to the north. The site's development
would create an incongruous and isolated estate of
dwellings in the countryside which would appear
unrelated to the existing settlement pattern.
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Officer Recommendation:
Lut011 is not one of the more suitable Potential Housing
Sites in Long Sutton and should not be taken forward as
Preferred Option Housing Allocation.
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ID1:

1244

comment_content:
Purely by chance I found out about this development,
which should have been advertised, but was not. I
consider this site, with the subsequent loss of arable
land short sighted and not in the least necessary. If
arable land is lost to housing, it means more people to
feed and less land to be used to grow food ! Long
Sutton has already seen a vast amount of
redevelopment and in my considered opinion it has
reached saturation point and any further development
would completely ruin it. I presume of course that all
the people who put together this "idea" have actually
been here and toured the town? Other points are the
problem that would be caused our Medical Centre.
There are over 15,500 patients registered and our few
Dactors work at full capacity as it is. There are no NHS
dental facilities anywhere local. There are no Police
here and it has already been labelled a crime hot spot.
No PCSOs, no Traffic Wardens and inappropriate
parking is rife. The roads, narrow as they are, can barely
cope. As for Seagate Road, there is no footpath where
this proposed development is. The road is only 16ft
wide, narrowing to 14ft on a blind bend, which is daily
seeing a 'near miss'. This road also has HGVs regularly
using it. It should be a 30 mph limit with a 7.5 ton limit,
but the highways are not interested in any problems
outside Lincoln. Further more if the other development
behind is ever built would they have access from
Seagate Road? There are other points of course,
namely, Natwest Bank has closed, Barclays have limited
opening times and may close in the near future. Our
very small chemist can hardly cope with the demands
put upon it, so the thought of these extra customers is
unthinkable. So, long before any future small

comment_author:

Mr R A Fawcett

Officer Comment:
In accordance with the SE Lincolnshire Statement of
Community Involvement the Local Plan consultation was
advertised widely in local media, in local shops and
facilities and by local groups. Letters/emails were also
sent to all those on the Local Plan consultation
database. The site is classified as best and most versatile
agricultural land, but this is equally true of all greenfield
sites in and around Long Sutton. It is accepted that it is
preferable to develop previously-developed sites, but
such sites are not available in sufficient numbers to
meet Long Sutton’s housing needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. The Local Plan will have to demonstrate how
arising infrastructure needs will be met, and these
matters will be dealt with in later versions of the
document and the Infrastructure Delivery Plan that will
accompany it. The Highways Authority identifies that
‘Los015 should be developed with a comprehensive
road layout with access onto both Seagate Road and
Wisbech Road. The eastern boundary of Los015 (where
the bridge is) has a long frontage onto Wisbech Road so
a junction with the prescribed visibility splays should be
capable of being provided along that frontage’. Should
this site be taken forward, weight restrictions along
Seagate Road could be considered through the planning
application process. Chemists, banks and other
businesses are commercial enterprises and will respond
to the market. New housing and extra customers in Long
Sutton may lead to additional facilities in the long term.
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Officer Recommendation:
Los015 (including Los012 and Los030) is one of the
more suitable Potential Housing Sites in Long Sutton and
should be taken forward as Preferred Option Housing
Allocation.
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developments are considered there needs to be a lot of
thought for things like a community centre, larger
chemist, another supermarket, plus the roads, speed
limits and the thoughts of the existing people should be
taken into consideration. As I look out opposite to a
field, I have no wish to see an estate there instead and
therefore I am totally opposed to this badly thought
out development.

It is inevitable that the development of this site would
change the outlook of existing nearby dwellings, but this
is equally true of all alternative sites. At the time of a
planning application, the layout and design of a scheme
would be carefully scrutinised to minimise overlooking
and privacy loss.
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ID1:

1246

comment_content:
Los 006,009,020, 030,015,012.
It seems crazy to build a by pass and then infill with
housing development. Road, noise is very debilitating
to live with and density of traffic is increasing so would
not be in favour of these 2 large developments in their
entirety.
There seems to be a number of small parcels which
could be considered first. Los 014,028 off Garnsgate
Road - not a densely populated area - so therefore
development should reflect this - room for trees /
gardens and close to nature reserve.
Los 026-028 Off Lime Walk - concern that last
development has attracted some 'undesirable' activity
requiring a Police presence recently and hope further
development d s not increase this. Lime Walk has
always been a lovely open area with trees - famous for
Lime trees originally.
Long Sutton generally. We live in flat rural Lincolnshire
with big skies and beautiful sunsets and any
development should allow our landscape to be enjoyed
by all who live here. Dense building reduces the
number of gardens. If every garden can plant a tree,
hedge or bush collectively they make a pleasing vista
for everyone. Gardens are a haven for wildlife and
should be encouraged. In the quest to make affordable
housing, it is disturbing that new build rarely has room
for a dining table and too many families eat off a tray which is detrimental to health. Planning has a
responsibility to encourage good lifestyles. Parking - a
bugbear of mine - it is rural everyone needs a car, often
2 or perhaps a work van. Please allow off road parking
spaces for all future development and actively
encourage their use. Drainage/flooding etc - please

comment_author:

Mrs J Batchelor

Officer Comment:
These sites would provide a natural extension to Long
Sutton by extending the boundary of Long Sutton south,
but there would still be a significant separation of
approximately 350m between the settlement boundary
and the A17. This should be sufficient to minimise noise
associated with the A17 but adverse impacts can be
reduced by site layout, house design, bunding/screening
and acoustic vents to bedrooms facing the road. 39
dwellings has been derived from an assumed density of
20/hectare, and it is not accepted that development at
such a density would be incompatible with local
character. The design of new development will have to
ensure that crime, the fear of crime and anti-social
behaviour is minimised. Trees exist along the western
boundary of Los026 and in the adjoining gardens – none
are protected – good design should ensure that any
adverse impacts are minimised by careful layout or
replacements planted through the development. Design
should ensure that appropriate levels of outdoor space
are provided for each new dwelling. The new Local Plan
will ensure that the national space standards are used;
these will ensure that each dwelling has appropriate
amounts of space for the expected number of residents.
The new Local Plan will set out parking standards for
different size dwellings, and will ensure that more
parking is provided off road within the curtilage of a
dwelling. The Environment Agency have commented
that ‘allocations in areas of hazard would need to ensure
that finished floor levels are raised to the appropriate
level with additional flood resilient construction
incorporated into proposals. Developers would need to
confirm that they can achieve required mitigation and
that the proposal would still be deliverable. Adopt a
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Officer Recommendation:
Los015 (including Los012 and Los030), Los008 and
Los026 are some of the more suitable Potential Housing
Sites in Long Sutton and should be taken forward as
Preferred Option Housing Allocations. Los006, Los009,
Los020 are not some of the more suitable Pote
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don't go crazy in the idea of building properties higher
than ground level - sensible yes- but ensure the
authorities clean rivers, drains, dykes as happened in
the past and the system built by the Dutch, that has
kept us safe for years, will work.

Flood Risk Mitigation Policy to ensure safe development.
Requirements for Finished Floor Levels (FFL): depths of
>1.6m: it is unlikely that mitigation measures would
prevent flood water from entering the building at
ground floor level. Therefore proposals must be a
minimum 2 storey with no ground floor habitable
accommodation. The first floor living accommodation
shall be above the highest predicted flood depth; depths
of 1-1.6m: proposals must be a minimum 2 storey with
FFL set at a minimum of 1m above ground level, flood
resilient construction shall be used to a height of
300mm above the predicted flood level, demountable
defences to 600mm above FFL; depths 0.5-1m: FFL to be
set above ground level, flood resilient construction shall
be used to a height of 300mm above the predicted flood
level, (single storey proposals must consider the 0.1%
+climate change event for setting FFL); depths of 0.250.5m: FFL to be set 500mm above ground level, flood
resilient construction shall be used to a height 300mm
above the predicted flood level; depths 0-0.25m: FFL to
be set 300mm above ground level. The EA, IDBs and
landowners will continue to ensure the drainage
network is managed appropriately.
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ID1:

1247

comment_content:
Rainfall from the field opposite would soak into the
ground and it would not be long when we would be
having floods due to buildings built on the field. The
extra traffic would be appalling, it is very hard to access
the A17 at the moment. Has anybody, other than local,
been down to see the situation? Schools and surgeries
would not be able to cope. Please reconsider these
plans.

comment_author:

Mrs Clark

Officer Comment:
The development of this size site would require a
surface water/sustainable drainage strategy to ensure
that surface water run off can be dealt with
appropriately. Such issues will be dealt with in more
detail in later versions of the Plan, and the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan that will accompany it, as well as through
the planning application process. The Highways
Authority have not indicated that the current traffic
flows and road safety on Seagate Road would be
adversely impacted by the development of this site. The
CCG’s have commented that currently there is some
capacity at the local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate
additional patients, however County wide there is an
increasing shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare
staff which could affect future capacity should demand
increase.
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Officer Recommendation:
Los015 (including Los012 and Los030) are some of the
more suitable Potential Housing Sites in Long Sutton and
should be taken forward as Preferred Option Housing
Allocations.
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ID1:

1249

comment_content:
have submitted land for consideration as a housing site.
It is to the south of Colsuan Gardens, Skelton Drive,
adjoins Los020 and runs to the rear of properties on
Seagate Road.

ID1:

1250

comment_content:
I note that some land (Los014) adjacent to 67
Garnsgate Road, Long Sutton PE12 9BT (see forwarded
site location plan) which belongs to me is being
considered as a potential housing site. I would like my
land also to be considered. Access can be obtained
from the side of my bungalow as it is a large plot or I
assume by a bridge over the drain from Lutton
Garnsgate Road.

comment_author:

Cruso & Wilkin

Officer Comment:
This has been registered as Los045 in the SHLAA.
The SHLAA identifies that Los045 would have adverse
visual impacts - considered in isolation the site's
relationship to the town's existing built-up area would
be unsatisfactory…the site approaches within 65m of
the A17 which may impact on the amenities enjoyed by
any new dwellings...the Highways Authority comments
that the existing field gate opening (between County
Cottage and Armacol) is not wide enough to be able to
accomodate the required carriageway and footway
widths, the junction radii and the visibility splays of an
adoptable estate road to the suggested 267 dwellings.
comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
Los045 is not one of the more suitable Potential
Housing Sites in Long Sutton and should not be taken
forward as a Preferred Option Housing Allocation.

Eleanor Jacobsen

Officer Comment:
This has been registered as Los047 in the SHLAA.
The SHLAA identifies that Los047 'there is no obvious
point of access from Garnsgate Road and whilst an
access from Lutton Garnsgate might in theory be
possible it would be likely to require the removal of a
tree or trees (and hence would not be desirable). The
site is within Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is
classified as ‘danger for most’, and flood depth in 2115
is classified as ‘1-2m’ not the least sequentially
preferable site but with more risk than other sites in
Long Sutton.
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Officer Recommendation:
Los047 is not one of the more suitable Potential
Housing Sites in Long Sutton and should not be taken
forward as a Preferred Option Housing Allocation.
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ID1:

1251

comment_content:
Los022: There is a small error on the map relating to
this site. The western part of the site should include 74
Roman Bank and not 76 Roman Bank. The small strip of
land to the south of Los022 should also be included.

comment_author:

Derek Smith

Officer Comment:
The boundary of Los022 will be amended to include 74
Roman Bank and the strip of land to the south of the
existing Los022. 76 Roman Bank will be deleted.
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Officer Recommendation:
Amend SHLAA accordingly. Los022 is not one of the
more suitable Potential Housing Sites in Long Sutton and
should not be taken forward as a Preferred Option
Housing Allocation.
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ID1:

1252

comment_content:
We are Mr and Mrs Sewell, we live at 62 Gedney Road,
Long Sutton, PE12 9JN. Our house backs onto the field
being considered for development: Lut011. Having
attended the public meeting this evening at the Market
House, Long Sutton, we have listened to Gary
Alexander, and although we have concerns for all the
development sites for Long Sutton and the implications
it would have on the roads, drains, doctors surgeries
and schools, we would like you to consider our
personal points as to why you should NOT develop this
particular field. - We bought our period house, loving
the field view it came with, (having moved from a new
housing estate to Long Sutton to get this) As you will
know, homes with field views are sought after and have
added value, so we were very excited to be able to get
this one. We have done a lot of work on the house to
improve it and dropped the back fence to ensure we
have the field view we brought into. We are very
disappointed to hear that we may lose this and in fact
devalue our investment if planning g s ahead for this
field. We were made aware from one of the parish
councillors, "you can't buy a view," but all the houses
(around 25) who look out on this field did. To now have
this large development proposed effectively in my back
garden is gutting. - the proposed access to this field
(Lut011) off Lime walk/ Dockings Holt is unsuitable for
the volume of vehicles, (many homes having at least 2
cars) With the recent new development -Anfeld Road
off Lime walk already using this road (doubling the
traffic,) to then add to this, would make it too much.
Dockings Holt is a bad road ( narrow and rough) and the
junction to come out onto the main Gedney road is a
dangerous one with bad visibility. -please be aware that

comment_author:

Mr and Mrs S Sewell

Officer Comment:
It is inevitable that the development of this site would
change the outlook of existing nearby dwellings, but this
is equally true of all alternative sites. At the time of a
planning application, the layout and design of a scheme
would be carefully scrutinised to minimise overlooking
and privacy loss. Property prices are not a planning
matter. The Highways Authority identifies that ‘vehicular
access could be difficult. The access onto Lime Walk is
directly opposite Anfield Road and would form a
crossroads with it. It would be preferable if access could
be formed to Gedney Road or from Ged001.’
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Officer Recommendation:
Ged001 is not one of the more suitable Potential
Housing Sites in Long Sutton and should not be taken
forward as a Preferred Option Housing Allocation.
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there are plenty of houses already for sale, including
affordable flats, terrace, semi and detached houses for
people who want to move to Long Sutton, we don't
need hundreds more! It has made us think about
moving on, which is a shame as Long Sutton is lovely as
it is, without this further development. Please leave it
alone and look to develop somewhere else.
ID1:

1253

comment_content:
After attending the meeting at the Market House in
Long Sutton this evening many valid points were made
on the Consultation some of which with regards to
schools and doctors do not come into consideration
which in many people's or the majority is ludicrous
when services are at breaking point! So to put in a valid
observation on Plot LUT011. We have lived at 58
Gedney Road for 38yrs, so over these years we have
seen many winters or wet summers and at these times
this particular land becomes in places lakes! Our 1930's
house is built on brick pillars under the floor boards
with a good 2-3ft from the ground, suggesting that this
might have been a problem for many years in this area!
With the ER out routes now in place it is hard to
understand the logic of wanting to build on land that is
now prone to flooding! Further more if access to this
site was to be via Dockings Holt, road width surely
would be another problem.

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs D Jeffries

Officer Comment:
The site is within Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is
classified as ‘danger for most’, and flood depth in 2115
is classified as ‘1-2.0m’ one of the least sequentially
preferable sites in Long Sutton. The Highways Authority
identifies that ‘vehicular access could be difficult. The
access onto Lime Walk is directly opposite Anfield Road
and would form a crossroads with it. It would be
preferable if access could be formed to Gedney Road or
from Ged001.’
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ID1:

1254

comment_content:
We wish to question the suitability of access on & off
Wisbech Road to proposed areas Los 12, Los 15 Los 30.
A considerable area. As you must be aware Wisbech
Road is the main route to servicing the Canning Factory
and Industrial units on Bridge Road. A considerable No.
Of HGVs use this route on a daily basis. Also whilst we
accept the need for more housing we question the
amount proposed in the draft plan, baring in mind the
limited job availability in the Long Sutton area.

ID1:

1255

comment_content:
The Local Plan could create a huge housing surplus with
many existing houses entering the market. What
developer would want to build new houses in that sort
of climate, with the older existing properties being of
better design and construction? The Local plan is
creating an atmosphere of great mistrust of Local
Government, and a sense of unrest within the
community.

comment_author:

Richard & Brenda Wright

Officer Comment:
The Highways Authority identifies that ‘Los015 should
be developed with a comprehensive road layout with
access onto both Seagate Road and Wisbech Road. The
eastern boundary of Los015 (where the bridge is) has a
long frontage onto Wisbech Road so a junction with the
prescribed visibility splays should be capable of being
provided along that frontage’. The potential
employment sites in Long Sutton cover 9.3ha; this is
considered to be a suitable amount of land to provide
jobs for residents who may choose to live and work in
the Long Sutton area, and should appropriately
complement the delivery of 580 new dwellings over the
plan period. However, additional sites have been put
forward to be considered for employment use in Long
Sutton which may lead to the mix of sites being revisited.
comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
Los015 (including Los012 and Los030) is one of the
more suitable Potential Housing Sites in Long Sutton and
should be taken forward as Preferred Option Housing
Allocation. LO002 Bridge Road Industrial Estate and new
site LO009 south of Bridge Road is one of the more
suitable Potential Housing Sites in Long Sutton and
should be taken forward as Preferred Option Housing
Allocation. LO002 Bridge Road Industrial Estate and new
site LO009 south of Bridge Road is one of the more
suitable Potential Employment Sites in South Holland
and it should be taken forward as a Preferred Option
Employment Allocation.

Mr Fran Blinco

Officer Comment:
580 new houses are required to meet an identified need
over the plan period, existing properties being bought
and sold will also be required to generate housing churn
and support an active housing market to ensure that a
range of products are available to meet identified needs.
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ID1:

1256

comment_content:
Long Sutton Los020,Los019,Los009,Los006 Combined
areas:
1. Flood risk = Coastal How can the District Council
justify disregarding the technical guidance in the
Lincolnshire County Council Coastal Study Group's
findings (May 2010) on building restrictions in flood risk
areas? From this report, the implication is that building
undertaken after site-specific inspection applies only to
the yellow and green areas shown on the report, not
the red or orange areas, the latter in which Long Sutton
is categorised, and then should not be built on at all. In
addition to this, the Environment Agency has followed
on to class Long Sutton as a Zone 3A category, (danger
to most). The document g s on to state that the focus of
housing design must be for the protection of life of its
residents in a flood event. It states that areas such as
Long Sutton will not be appropriate for housing
development to contribute to meeting the Region's
strategic housing requirements, and, any new housing
development should be of a level and type designed to
keep the population in these areas broadly stable.
Taking into account heavier rainfall due to projected
climate change and the threat regarding coastal
flooding. Will the Council please comment? After our
experiences this winter with flooding in the North and
North West, future Central Government advice will
certainly be against the building of an East- Coast
Cockermouth.
2. Flood Risk Insurance - 'Flood Re'. On the 4th April
2016 the insurance industry is scheduled to launch
'Flood Re' a not-for-profit insurance scheme, as
directed by present Government. This scheme will only
apply to properties built in high flood risk areas before

comment_author:

Mr Fran Blinco

Officer Comment:
The Environment Agency identifies that ‘allocations in
areas of hazard would need to ensure that finished floor
levels are raised to the appropriate level with additional
flood resilient construction incorporated into proposals.
Developers would need to confirm that they can achieve
required mitigation and that the proposal would still be
deliverable. Adopt a Flood Risk Mitigation Policy to
ensure safe development.’ Detailed guidance on finished
floor levels is set out in the Long Sutton Housing Papers.
Flood Re applies to properties built before January 2009
but this scheme does not mean that national policy
means no new homes should be built in areas at risk of
flooding. It is still possible for residents living in such
areas to secure insurance from a range of providers,
although it is accepted that the cost of insurance may be
higher than for a property in a lower risk area. The
Environment Agency identifies that ‘although the NPPF
(para 101) says that ‘The aim of the Sequential Test is to
steer new development to areas with the lowest
probability of flooding’ because large areas of the
Boston and Spalding are at the same probability of
flooding (i.e. land having a 1 in 100 annual probability of
river flooding, or a 1 in 200 annual probability of sea
(tidal) flooding) [South East Lincolnshire] have had to
used the more refined information from the SFRA maps
(i.e. the hazard maps), which show not only the
probability of flooding but also the consequences of
flooding, to decide which sites are sequentially
preferable. If sites need to be allocated in flood zone 3
then the Exception Test would need to be passed (the
development would provide wider sustainability
benefits to the community and that it will be safe over
its lifetime through a FRA). The FRA would be submitted
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Officer Recommendation:
Los020, Los019, Los006 and Los009 are not some of the
more suitable Potential Housing Sites in Long Sutton and
should not be taken forward as Preferred Option
Housing Allocations. LO002 Bridge Road Industrial
Estate and new site LO009 south of Bridge Road is one
of the more suitable Potential Employment Sites in
South Holland and it should be taken forward as a
Preferred Option Employment Allocation.
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January 2009, and not after that date to avoid
incentivizing unwise building in known high flood risk
areas. This means that any property built after that
date will not be eligible for affordable insurance. Please
will the District Council explain why they are acting in
contradiction to Central Government advice?
3. National Planning Policy Framework As set out in the
National Planning Policy Framework, local planning
authorities should only consider developments in flood
risk areas after a site-specific flood risk assessment.
This should identify and assess the risks of all forms of
flooding or emergency affecting the development and
demonstrate how these risks will be managed so that
the development remains safe throughout its lifetime.
Those proposing developments should take advice
from the emergency services when producing an
evacuation plan for the development as part of the
emergency risk assessment. This will necessitate a limit
to the number of properties that can be built on a site
with a single vehicular access. From the draft Local Plan
there appears to be only one place suitable for
vehicular access thus restricting number of properties
built on combined site area to 100. Will the District
Council give assurance regarding the safety of any
future development?
Long Sutton General Issues:
4. Employment development The proposed main
employment area in the draft Local Plan is small in
relation to the proposed housing development of 400
homes, implying little local growth over the extent of
the Local Plan. It is my understanding that Government
guidelines direct that new housing development should
be close to employment opportunities. Is this lack of
business opportunity due to unavailability of affordable
insurance under Flood Re scheme? The implications are
that the new housing development in Long Sutton will

by a developer at planning application stage when the
design and layout of a scheme are known. the Highways
Authority identifies that ‘Los019 appears to be
accessible from the turning area at the end of Lancaster
Drive although there may be a ransom strip. The site
could be accessed through Los006 and Los020 where
provision should be made to complete the road to the
site boundary; Site Los020 may be accessible from
Dunlin Drive although not solely and there may be a
ransom strip. The site could be accessed through Los006
and provision should be made to the site boundary of
Los019; a wide access to Los006 is available to Station
Road/Cowpers Gate between two dwellings. Visibility on
the traffic approach side is satisfactory. Visibility to the
south is over the frontages of adjacent dwellings and
could be compromised. Provision should be made to
Los009 and Los020; site Los009 is accessible through
Los006 where provision should be made to complete
the road to the site boundary.’ It appears that
satisfactory access can be achieved, although this may
not be as straightforward as for other sites. The
potential employment sites in Long Sutton cover 9.3ha;
this is considered to be a suitable amount of land to
provide jobs for residents who may choose to live and
work in the Long Sutton area, and should appropriately
complement the delivery of 580 new dwellings over the
plan period. The potential employment sites reflected
the availability of land in January 2016. However,
additional sites have been put forward to be considered
for employment use in Long Sutton which may lead to
the mix of sites being re-visited. As Flood Re has only
just been introduced it is unlikely that the scheme has
had an adverse impact upon employment development.
Public transport is not a Local Plan matter.
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be serving as a commuter base for King's Lynn,
Wisbech, Spalding and Boston areas etc. The draft Local
Plan implies that new residents will be able to walk,
cycle or use public transport to get to work.
Meanwhile, the Council has announced a review of
public transport with an aim to reduce bus services.
This runs contrary to the sentiment in the draft Local
Plan. Can the Council give some reassurance regarding
the future of the present bus service?
5. Planning misrepresentation
Can the Council explain why from the many plots of
land reviewed for adoption into the draft Local Plan
they chose to include land bequeathed to the
community under the control of church
covenants/trustees and so therefore are unlikely to
ever be released for development? This has the effect
of creating a bias towards other plots on the proposed
draft Local plan map and is a misrepresentation of the
facts. Can the Council please explain why they cannot
substitute, those afore said plots, for plots from the
initial review document (Blue Map and plot assessment
documents), or move the building demand elsewhere?
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ID1:

1257

comment_content:
Long Sutton Los020, Los019, Los009, Los006 Combined
areas:
1. Drainage and flooding The land at the rear of our
property is adjoining the possible new combined
development sites. It is our understanding that this
whole area has a high water table, exhibited by surface
water ponding, and recent planning consent for the
new Cemetery has highlighted a need for the surface to
be significantly raised. If this is found to be necessary
on any new development, my fear is that this will
increase the likelihood of further ponding and also
flooding in adjacent settled areas, roads and properties.
Taking this into account, can the Council give assurance
that appropriate drainage schemes will be included in
any planning consent, be made available for public
inspection, and if the sites were to be developed
separately by several contractors, then there would be
cooperation between all developers to ensure a
satisfactory outcome. What steps will the Council take
to oversee and ensure a high level of scrutiny of
coordination between developers, and, adherence to
Terms of Consent in its entirety without modification?
2. Noise and Nuisance Pollution and Overlooking Our
area of Skelton Drive and neighbouring roads have
matured into a quiet and peaceful area consisting
mainly of elderly retirees. We feel strongly that this
should be preserved by not introducing a dissimilar
community into our area, so complying with our
present Government's requirement for a 'Cohesive
Society'. Following on from recent local developments
in Long Sutton, there is great concern that the Council
will not pay due regard or respect to privacy or noise
and nuisance pollution and may allow our pleasant area

comment_author:

Mrs Alison Blinco

Officer Comment:
The majority of the site is within Flood Zone 3a, flood
hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for most’, and
flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘0.5-1.0m’, although
site Los009 is within Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115
is classified as ‘danger for most’, and flood depth in
2115 is classified as ‘1.0-2.0m’, one of the least
sequentially preferable sites in Long Sutton. Appropriate
drainage schemes should be included in any planning
permission and be available for public inspection. Need
guarantees that if several contractors are involved they
would still deliver a satisfactory outcome. Terms of
Consent should be adhered to without modification. the
National Planning Policy Framework states that planning
can play ‘an important role in facilitating social
interaction and creating healthy, inclusive communities’
and aims to ‘achieve places which promote
opportunities for meetings between members of the
community who might not otherwise come into contact
with each other’. The design of new development
should help ensure that any new housing site is wellintegrated with existing neighbourhoods although this
does not necessarily mean that new development will
replicate the existing. It is inevitable that the
development of this site would change the outlook of
existing nearby dwellings, but this is equally true of all
alternative sites. At the time of a planning application,
the layout and design of a scheme would be carefully
scrutinised to minimise overlooking and privacy loss and
to ensure that crime, the fear of crime and anti-social
behaviour is minimised. Fall Drain is an existing feature;
an appropriate stand-off distance would be required
from the Drain, and where practicable landscaping and
biodiversity features would be encouraged to enhance
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Los020, Los019, Los006 and Los009 are not some of the
more suitable Potential Housing Sites in Long Sutton and
should not be taken forward as Preferred Option
Housing Allocations.
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to degrade. Would it be possible to widen the existing
Fall Drain and landscape the surrounding area thus
creating a natural buffer strip, to include grassy areas or
mounds, and willow spinneys to aid drainage? While
supporting aesthetic quality to all concerned, this
solution may possibly make any new Plan feel more
acceptable. Again, if the Council were to give Consent
for a scheme of this nature, will it guarantee not to
alter it in any way after Consent was given?

the environmental quality of this feature. This would be
addressed through the design of the development
through the planning application process. Approved
plans can be revised in exceptional circumstances with
consent from the Local Planning Authority.
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ID1:

1258

comment_content:
I am writing about the following 2 plots of land in the
local plan: LOS028 & LOS014. I am one of the joint
owners of the Land LOS028 along with my neighbour
Mr Rod Wilson. We wish this land to be removed from
the plan as we were not consulted and do not want it
included. We have several reasons for this and consider
these reasons should also mean LOS014 is not suitable
either. 1. There is no access to any of the site and a
property would need to be purchased to demolish for
entrance. (Possibly 2)
2. There are electrical wires above and around the site
which would need relocating or burying for a
development to take place
3. The sewers / drains on Garnsgate already flood and
get blocked and would need upgrading.
4. Garnsgate is a main route for children to the primary
school and is quite dangerous already without
introducing another junction and additional traffic.
5. The land is surrounded by bungalows and any new
development would need to be raised in line with flood
risk, this would result in over looking. The site is not
large enough to soften the impact of the height. As a
result of the above, along with the removal of LOS028,
even if a development was put forward for LOS014, the
site would not prove viable for any affordable housing
due to all the additional infrastructure costs and the
costs of purchasing access, therefore it would not help
in any way with your low cost housing quota. Following
last nights local meeting it was clear the town d s not
need 580 units (23.2 per year) as there have only been
46 units in the last 4 years built and sold (11.5 per year)
Many of which I built. I can assure you there is no
requirement for any more than that per year, we

comment_author:

Robert Spenceley

Officer Comment:
Confirmation that site Los028 is no longer available is
noted. The Highways Authority identifies that Los014
‘provides access between existing dwellings which is
unsuitable but could be made suitable if dwelling(s)
were demolished. This is important because the site
appears to provide access to Los027 and Los028 and all
three need to be developed as one.’ It appears that a
satisfactory access could be achieved, but the provision
is less straightforward than for most other sites. It is
accepted that electricity cables may need re-routing or
undergrounding to enable development to take place.
Anglian Water identifies that the sewerage network is
capable of accommodating foul water from Los014 but
the capacity of the surface water network has major
constraints, and all developments should seek to reduce
flood risk and incorporate Sustainable Drainage Systems
(SuDS). However, such issues are not unique to Los014 –
they apply equally to all alternative sites elsewhere in
Long Sutton, and indeed throughout the Plan area. The
Highways Authority have identified no adverse impacts
with the creation of a new access or the additional
traffic. The Environment Agency identifies that ‘FFL
would need to be set 1m above ground level, flood
resilient construction shall be used to a height 300mm
above the predicted flood level (single storey proposals
must consider the 0.1% + climate change event for
setting FFL).’ It is accepted that houses could be built
adjacent to bungalows, which has happened in other
parts of Long Sutton although care would need to be
taken to ensure the amenity of residents is maintained.
This would be addressed through the planning
application process. The SHLAA identifies that ‘openingup infrastructure costs are likely to be low (although
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Los006, Los009, Los019 and Los020 are not some of the
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should be taken forward as Preferred Option Housing
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struggled to sell them until investors came along and
that market is drying up. Therefore the maximum likely
to be required is apx. 290 and you already have
planning permission passed for half that. I feel the land
giving best access to town and bypass, within walking
distance which is able to accommodate the height
required would be LOS006 LOS008 LOS009 LOS019
LOS020 LOS026 This would provide 432 units over the
required period. Finally there needs to be a policy to
encourage re development of Brownfield Sites.

ID1:

1259

comment_content:
Given that Lincs Fire and Rescue clearly takes the
technical guidance advice in the Lincolnshire County
Council Coastal Study and EA seriously, it seems it was
this study that was the source document for the
development of Local Emergency Resilience Planning. It
is somewhat contradictory therefore for the council to
say it's all OK provided you do this, that or the other! A
new development in one area will inevitably displace
ground, or flood water to another, so without
community wide flood relief measures someone will
cop it as a result of new developments sooner or later.

flood mitigation is likely)’. It appears that a development
could be capable of delivering affordable housing. 96
homes were completed over the last five years (20112016) (19.2 per year). Planning permission exists for 160
dwellings, leaving a residual requirement of 324
dwellings. It is accepted that this represents a slight
annual increase (29 per year) – this requirement can
deliver housing in the short term to help address the
existing under-delivery of housing in the area but also to
provide sustainable locations for growth over the next
25 years when the economy and housebuilding rate is
expected to improve. It is preferable to develop
previously-developed sites, but such sites are not
available in sufficient numbers to meet Long Sutton’s
housing needs.
comment_author:

Mr Fran Blinco

Officer Comment:
The Environment Agency identifies that ‘allocations in
areas of hazard would need to ensure that finished floor
levels are raised to the appropriate level with additional
flood resilient construction incorporated into proposals.
Developers would need to confirm that they can achieve
required mitigation and that the proposal would still be
deliverable. Adopt a Flood Risk Mitigation Policy to
ensure safe development.’ Detailed guidance on finished
floor levels is set out in the Long Sutton Housing Papers.
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ID1:

1260

comment_content:
The relative, wildlife that thrive on the land, the
Muntjacs that lay up during the day and come out on a
summer's evening, as many as 6 of them, the pheasants
that roost in the conifers at night would be spoilt, if
they were bull dozed off.

comment_author:

Mr M Mumby

Officer Comment:
The SHLAA identifies that the site ‘will not have adverse
impacts on natural, built or historic assets’ however an
Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey may be required to
identify the presence/absence of biodiversity interests
on the site and to identify whether further surveys will
be required, such as for protected species.
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ID1:

1261

comment_content:
Los 020 Objection to new build back of Skelton Drive,
Loss of privacy. Traffic noise plus not sufficient facilities,
schools, Drs etc in Long Sutton. Noise from estate if
near my property. Layout and landscape if not
acceptable and not pleasant. Design and appearance.
Loss of view. If built with solar panels they are ugly and
I object to the sun reflection from them. Water table
level very high, possible flood risk, especially if we have
loss of dyke.

comment_author:

Mrs J P Larner

Officer Comment:
It is inevitable that the development of this site would
change the outlook of existing nearby dwellings, but this
is equally true of all alternative sites. At the time of a
planning application, the layout and design of a scheme
would be carefully scrutinised to minimise overlooking
and privacy loss. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met, and these matters will be dealt with in later
versions of the document and the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. The County Education Department has
commented that there is no capacity at the primary
school at the present time, and there is limited capacity
to expand. An additional three classrooms would be
required; additional playing field land would be required
to enable the primary school to expand. There is limited
secondary capacity from 2016-2018, additional capacity
would be required but The Peele School has sufficient
land to expand. There is a lack of capacity at sixth form
level at University Academy Holbeach. A study will be
required to identify the nature of the buildings to be
delivered at each level and will be phased to be meet
requirements and will be dependent on school needs.
The design and layout would be a matter for a planning
application; this would be available for public
consultation. The majority of the site is within Flood
Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for
most’, and flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘0.5-1.0m’,
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should not be taken forward as Preferred Option
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although site Los009 is within Flood Zone 3a, flood
hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for most’, and
flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘1.0-2.0m’, one of the
least sequentially preferable sites in Long Sutton
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ID1:

1262

comment_content:
We chose to live here because we had privacy and
unrestricted views across fields and countryside. We
would loose all the above and suffer noise and privacy.
This will mean loss of wildlife which we enjoy. Loss of
valuable food producing farm land which is vital for
increasing population. How will this affect facilities such
as medical which are currently over stretched. What
about general facilities, such as employment. What
about space for clearance of drain which is cleaned and
cleared regularly.

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs Pearson

Officer Comment:
It is inevitable that the development of this site would
change the outlook of existing nearby dwellings, but this
is equally true of all alternative sites. At the time of a
planning application, the layout and design of a scheme
would be carefully scrutinised to minimise overlooking
and privacy loss. The SHLAA identifies that the site ‘will
not have adverse impacts on natural, built or historic
assets’ however an Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey
may be required to identify the presence/absence of
biodiversity interests on the site and to identify whether
further surveys will be required, such as for protected
species. The site is classified as best and most versatile
agricultural land, but this is equally true of all greenfield
sites in and around Long Sutton. It is accepted that it is
preferable to develop previously-developed sites, but
such sites are not available in sufficient numbers to
meet Long Sutton’s housing needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. The potential employment sites in Long Sutton
cover 9.3ha; this is considered to be a suitable amount
of land to provide jobs for residents who may choose to
live and work in the Long Sutton area, and should
appropriately complement the delivery of 580 new
dwellings over the plan period. The potential
employment sites reflected the availability of land in
January 2016. However, additional sites have been put
forward to be considered for employment use in Long
Sutton which may lead to the mix of sites being revisited. access rights for drains and other utilities
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infrastructure will be maintained through an easement
and/or other legal mechanisms.
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ID1:

1264

comment_content:
Long Sutton Medical Centre, according to Mr G
Alexander, is no concern to Local Authorities or main
government. This should be a concern above all else.
The Drs and staff are working flat out. At times the
appointments have been reduced to 7 minutes. The
warning are already showing. Medical Centres have
started to close down in different parts of the country,
due to immigration, ie over prescribe. Road links are
very poor to bigger towns and cities. Very little areas
for leisure activities. Is the main government aware
these proposed housing sites are grade one farming
land. No employment in the area meaning more people
would have to travel on the already congested roads
which are only minor A & B roads. The local schools will
have to increase in size to accommodate the extra
children. To increase the workforce to 13,200 you will
need large industry ie car plants, aircraft manufacturers
than you will have people running for the jobs, not
small commercial units. Providing the roads to
motorway size.

comment_author:

Mr Neal

Officer Comment:
The CCG’s have commented that currently there is some
capacity at the local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate
additional patients, however County wide there is an
increasing shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare
staff which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. Long Sutton has good access to the A17 a
major east-west route to King’s Lynn, with good ongoing
connections to Lincoln and Peterborough. Long Sutton
has a leisure centre at the Peele School so it is better
provided than some other settlements. Open space and
children’s play space is also sufficient to meet existing
needs. The site is classified as best and most versatile
agricultural land, but this is equally true of all greenfield
sites in and around Long Sutton. It is accepted that it is
preferable to develop previously-developed sites, but
such sites are not available in sufficient numbers to
meet Long Sutton’s housing needs. The potential
employment sites in Long Sutton cover 9.3ha; this is
considered to be a suitable amount of land to provide
jobs for residents who may choose to live and work in
the Long Sutton area, and should appropriately
complement the delivery of 580 new dwellings over the
plan period. The County Education Department has
commented that there is no capacity at the primary
school at the present time, and there is limited capacity
to expand. An additional three classrooms would be
required; additional playing field land would be required
to enable the primary school to expand. There is limited
secondary capacity from 2016-2018, additional capacity
would be required but The Peele School has sufficient
land to expand. There is a lack of capacity at sixth form
level at University Academy Holbeach. A study will be
required to identify the nature of the buildings to be
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delivered at each level and will be phased to be meet
requirements and will be dependent on school needs.
The Highways Authority have no plans to upgrade the
standard of any roads in the Plan Area.
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ID1:

1265

comment_content:
I would like to make the following objection to the
above proposed planning which will involve our
property at the following address. 48 Gedney Road
Long Sutton PE12 9JE My wife and I brought this house
in December 2009, our main choice, was not the state
of the property but its location and rural views. The
house was in a really poor state of repair and we have
spent an awful lot of money to make the property
modern and of a good carbon footprint. To build on
local farm land at the back of our house which floods to
the extent the water runs into our back garden. No
matter what is built on this land will have soak away
rain water drainage and will compound this issue. It
was muted by a parish councillor that building on this
land (Lut011) contravenes the councils own Coastal
Risk Study of 2010. This was put to Gary Alexander and
he stated that the builders would raise the electric
sockets!! Some ideal resolution indeed. We all will be
put under a flood threat, this in turn would not only
raise our household insurance but devalue or even
make our home unsaleable. The homes cannot
guarantee work or homes for local people, it will
guarantee that the schools, sewage, water supply,
carbon footprint, police, fire, ambulance, recreational
and Medical assistance at the local surgery will be
uplifted to the point that it will cause us and others
more distress. The schools are to the maximum point of
no capacity, the emergency services are virtually non
existent already, local people are waiting now 2 to 3
weeks to see their family doctors or nurse practitioners
to get advice or treatment. I for one travel to Sutton
Bridge to have appointments, this is a cost to me but
others cannot afford or are unable to travel to another

comment_author:

Mr Roland Pears

Officer Comment:
It is inevitable that the development of this site would
change the outlook of existing nearby dwellings, but this
is equally true of all alternative sites. At the time of a
planning application, the layout and design of a scheme
would be carefully scrutinised to minimise overlooking
and privacy loss. Anglian Water identifies that ‘all
developments should seek to reduce flood risk and
incorporate Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS)’. It
would appear that impact of surface water run-off could
be managed satisfactorily so that insurance and
mortgages can be achieved. However, such issues are
not unique to site Lut011 – they apply equally to all
alternative sites elsewhere in Long Sutton, and to other
locations throughout the Plan area. Property prices are
not a planning matter. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met, and these matters will be dealt with in later
versions of the document and the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The County
Education Department has commented that there is no
capacity at the primary school at the present time, and
there is limited capacity to expand. An additional three
classrooms would be required; additional playing field
land would be required to enable the primary school to
expand. There is limited secondary capacity from 20162018, additional capacity would be required but The
Peele School has sufficient land to expand. There is a
lack of capacity at sixth form level at University
Academy Holbeach. A study will be required to identify
the nature of the buildings to be delivered at each level
and will be phased to be meet requirements and will be
dependent on school needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
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Health Centre. There is an insane amount of profit in
housing and if this is to go ahead then it should be
offset by the purchaser and builders to help to fund
these priorities for the local community. It was made
very clear last night that this will not happen, we were
poorly assured that no decision has been made yet ! It
seems the access to Lut011 is via knocking down a
property in Limes Walk. Already this road is largely busy
with traffic and will cause even more air pollution and
carbon foot print. The road Dockings Holt is unfit for
purpose due to the poor condition and barely a dual
road. Gedney Road suffers excessive traffic most
Monday's to Friday. I'm woken by traffic noise as early
as 0530 most mornings. I am now retired and could
well do without this excessive noise. The request to
build 580 new properties in estimation will bring in
1,160 extra motor vehicles, parents and children. The
exacerbation of noise, carbon pollution and lack of
facilities will be over whelming for this market town.
We suffer badly when the A17 is closed due to serious
road collisions, but have to live with that so the
emergency services can complete their work. We were
asked to apply and inform of areas that would be
suitable for development. Not knowing the area that
well the only place I could think of would be the old
Butterfly park, but having said that it will not detract
from the points I have already made.

local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. Where appropriate planning conditions and/or
developer contributions may be used to help provide for
the infrastructure needed to mitigate the impact of a
new development on the community. The Highways
Authority identifies that ‘vehicular access could be
difficult. The access onto Lime Walk is directly opposite
Anfield Road and would form a crossroads with it. It
would be preferable if access could be formed to
Gedney Road or from Ged001.’ However the Highways
Authority has not indicated that there are any existing
adverse impacts from congestion, noise or air pollution
in the locality that would be exacerbated through new
development. The Highways Authority have raised no
objection to the level of housing identified for Long
Sutton in relation to impact upon the highways network.
Support for Los037 is welcome.
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1266

comment_content:
Yes I live on Wisbech Road which is a bad route for
more traffic.It is bad for us to get on it now from our
dirt track. We DON,T NEED MORE TRAFFIC USING IT.

comment_author:

William Hunt

Officer Comment:
The Highways Authority identifies that ‘the carriageway
and footway on Wisbech Road are adequate to serve
residential development on this site. The frontage
appears wide enough to accommodate the required
junction and has sufficient visibility. Provision should be
made to Los015’. It appears that a satisfactory,
straightforward access solution can be achieved to this
site.
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1267

comment_content:
In reference to last night meeting at the Market House,
I’d like to say that the new housing for Long Sutton is
being sold on a lie. There is little or on problem with
‘lack of housing for 30 somethings living at home with
parents’. The local estate agents have 23 under £120K
houses for sale. Public opinion is there is no
overwhelming need for 580 houses to be built to
accommodate ‘local’ people. No local person is going to
want these estates. We have not got the policing,
schooling, and health care that we need for our
population now, let alone 580 x 2.4 = 1000+ people! As
I see it the sites discussed last night have already been
decided. Three dropped during the meeting as the
owners were present and opted out. I think the LCC
owned land is already decided to be used. Its
disgusting. Long Sutton d s not need a new housing
estate! Stop ticking national government boxes in Long
Sutton. Think of the local community. We don’t need
any more houses. If I wanted to live in Burnham
Market, Norfolk, I’d have to look elsewhere…Long
Sutton is full too!

comment_author:

Mrs H Barrett

Officer Comment:
The Local Plan covers the period to 2036. Sufficient land
needs to be provided to ensure that the area’s
objectively assessed need is met in the short and long
term, this includes affordable housing, homes for
families, starter homes and homes for older people. All
of the properties in the new Anfield Road development
are occupied, indicating a demand for properties of that
type and price. However the Local Plan cannot control
who buys/rents properties. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met, and these matters will be dealt with in later
versions of the document and the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The County
Education Department has commented that there is no
capacity at the primary school at the present time, and
there is limited capacity to expand. An additional three
classrooms would be required; additional playing field
land would be required to enable the primary school to
expand. There is limited secondary capacity from 20162018, additional capacity would be required but The
Peele School has sufficient land to expand. There is a
lack of capacity at sixth form level at University
Academy Holbeach. A study will be required to identify
the nature of the buildings to be delivered at each level
and will be phased to be meet requirements and will be
dependent on school needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. Landowners have the right to withdraw land
from the process at any point. No decision had been
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made on any land in January-February 2016, including
that owned by LCC.
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1268

comment_content:
LOS12/15 Re access onto Wisbech Road. This is a
dangerous and busy road at the best of times. Many
accidents have occurred at this spot hence the putting
up of barriers by Pop Bottle Bridge. When lorries turn
into Wisbech Road they have to use both sides of the
road in order to enable them to turn into Wisbech
Road. You state there is good visibility and that is not
correct. This proposal would not only be chaotic but
dangerous to both motorists and pedestrians.
Infrastructure. It was indicated that there is no specific
plans for improving this. Re the medical centre. Your
proposal would mean an estimated extra 2000 people
coming to Long Sutton and it is nigh on impossible to be
able to get an appointment now. If you need an
appointment on the day, you either have to arrive at
the Centre before 8.30 a.m. or telephone from 8.30
a.m. when the phone is constantly engaged and when
you finally get through appointments are gone. This
service just would not be able to cope. Policing,
schooling and all other public services would also need
to be much improved. Whilst I appreciate that housing
is necessary, It is for these reasons that I am opposed
to quite so many properties being constructed here.

comment_author:

Mrs J Emms

Officer Comment:
The Highways Authority identifies that ‘Los015 should
be developed with a comprehensive road layout with
access onto both Seagate Road and Wisbech Road. The
eastern boundary of Los015 (where the bridge is) has a
long frontage onto Wisbech Road so a junction with the
prescribed visibility splays should be capable of being
provided along that frontage’. The Local Plan will have
to demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met, and these matters will be dealt with in later
versions of the document and the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The County
Education Department has commented that there is no
capacity at the primary school at the present time, and
there is limited capacity to expand. An additional three
classrooms would be required; additional playing field
land would be required to enable the primary school to
expand. There is limited secondary capacity from 20162018, additional capacity would be required but The
Peele School has sufficient land to expand. There is a
lack of capacity at sixth form level at University
Academy Holbeach. A study will be required to identify
the nature of the buildings to be delivered at each level
and will be phased to be meet requirements and will be
dependent on school needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase.
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comment_content:
Having attended the meeting in Long Sutton on
Monday I would like to make the following points. Not
everyone is opposed to development. Long Sutton has
a wide variety of shops and businesses and I am sure
that they would all welcome additional customers. If
we had an increase in population this may help justify
additional services and enable the ones we already
have to be maintained and improved. It could make
viable the possibility of another Drs surgery & or school
to relieve pressure on existing services . People
commented that the roads would not be able to cope.
Have they forgotten what it was like before the A17
bypass was built? There is no traffic problem in Long
Sutton. Many of the people protesting at the meeting
were people who have moved to Long Sutton from
other areas, If we had not had development in the past
they would not be living in the town now, having
moved to the area to take advantage of the relatively
low house prices to retire. It seems to be a case it was
ok for me , but not on my back door!! Understandable
but not a viable reason to stop development.

comment_author:

Sue Anderson

Officer Comment:
Many shops and services are demand led and it may be
that new development could lead to additional
investment in facilities. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met, and these matters will be dealt with in later
versions of the document and the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The County
Education Department has commented that there is no
capacity at the primary school at the present time, and
there is limited capacity to expand. An additional three
classrooms would be required; additional playing field
land would be required to enable the primary school to
expand. There is limited secondary capacity from 20162018, additional capacity would be required but The
Peele School has sufficient land to expand. There is a
lack of capacity at sixth form level at University
Academy Holbeach. A study will be required to identify
the nature of the buildings to be delivered at each level
and will be phased to be meet requirements and will be
dependent on school needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase.
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comment_content:
I see the problem as not one of requiring less building,
but rather as one of 'How can we make Long Sutton
more attractive to buyers, and in turn, to builders?'
Who is going to want to buy a home in Long Sutton,
when health care and schooling are reduced to near
third world standards through lack of funding and
investment from the government. Affordable housing is
not necessarily the answer as it has the tendency to
turn into mini ghettos and potential future slums as a
previous commenter has observed, and further drive
away potential buyers and builders. We need to urge
our Council to look seriously at ways to improve
services, yet retain and build on the wonderful
character of our town, that way we might attract
people who want to become part of the town. I
strongly support the proposed plan for Long Sutton,
however, I would suggest that development is favoured
in relatively small plots so they might organically blend
in with the town, rather than large isolated estates such
as the Woodlands development which create a
character of their own instead of gently integrating. I
would ask though that the Council looks seriously at
stepping up services such as the NHS and schooling in
advance of building expansion. This will have the
advantage of attracting new buyers to the town. Simply
releasing 800 sites, will not attract builders if there is
only poor buyer interest.

comment_author:

Derek Smith

Officer Comment:
The Local Plan will have to demonstrate how arising
infrastructure needs will be met, and these matters will
be dealt with in later versions of the document and the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The
County Education Department has commented that
there is no capacity at the primary school at the present
time, and there is limited capacity to expand. An
additional three classrooms would be required;
additional playing field land would be required to enable
the primary school to expand. There is limited secondary
capacity from 2016-2018, additional capacity would be
required but The Peele School has sufficient land to
expand. There is a lack of capacity at sixth form level at
University Academy Holbeach. A study will be required
to identify the nature of the buildings to be delivered at
each level and will be phased to be meet requirements
and will be dependent on school needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. It is not accepted that affordable housing has
an adverse impact upon the character of an area, such
properties are an important part of delivering the Plan
Area’s objectively assessed housing needs and help
residents who are unable to secure a mortgage live in
their own home. a mix of small and larger scale housing
sites are required to ensure that a mix of house types
and tenures can be delivered across the plan period.
This will also cater for demand from national and local
housebuilders and for self build. It should be possible
through good design to ensure that new housing sites
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(small or large) can complement the character of Long
Sutton and integrate with the existing built form. The
housing sites consulted upon were all the potential sites;
it was not the intention that all the sites should be
developed.
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comment_content:
I note Robert Spenceley's comments but would
disagree that the other sites he mentions would be
more suitable than his. Many of the issues he raises
apply to all the sites, in particular the problem of
displacement flooding in Los020 Los019 Los009 and
Los006. I believe those affected by development of all
the plots under consideration have equally valid
reasons for opposing the Plan and should take a united
stand as they are all unsuitable for development. If
Lincolnshire County Council were to take the advice
given to them by their expert consultants, then the Plan
should not be under consideration in this area at all,
and would be moved further inland to a drier new
settlement site. However, apart from this, as previously
mentioned by Robert Spenceley, our local track record
for building houses has not been good, leaving us with
a 300 deficit to catch up from previous years. I have
heard this countless times over the last few weeks.
Properties were developed to meet the then needs of
the market, but there is little point in building if there is
no market, as there is likely to be now. Even with the
Central Government Housing and Planning Delivery
Grant (HDGP) incentive schemes in place, SHDC
struggled to meet the then Local Plan targets. This
scheme ended in 2011. I am unsure if there is a grant in
place at the moment or if there is one in the pipeline.
The overall aim of HDGP was to incentivise local
authorities to improve delivery of housing and other
planning outcomes as part of their strategy. All local
planning authorities were eligible, with the award split
into a planning and housing element. The Grant was
awarded for progress against the delivery of plans, the
delivery of land for housing and for the delivery of new

comment_author:

Mrs Alison Blinco

Officer Comment:
The Environment Agency identifies that ‘allocations in
areas of hazard would need to ensure that finished floor
levels are raised to the appropriate level with additional
flood resilient construction incorporated into proposals.
Developers would need to confirm that they can achieve
required mitigation and that the proposal would still be
deliverable. Adopt a Flood Risk Mitigation Policy to
ensure safe development.’ Detailed guidance on finished
floor levels is set out in the Long Sutton Housing Papers
therefore it appears that appropriate development can
be delivered in Long Sutton in relation to flood risk. The
Housing and Planning Delivery Grant has now ended.
The Local Plan covers the period to 2036. Sufficient land
needs to be provided to ensure that the area’s
objectively assessed need is met in the short and long
term. This could include affordable housing, homes for
families, starter homes, executive homes and homes for
older people and is expected to be a mix of housing
types and tenures. The precise mix will be known at
planning application stage. Flood Re (affordable home
insurance in flood risk areas) applies to properties built
before January 2009 but this scheme does not mean
that national policy means no new homes should be
built in areas at risk of flooding. It is still possible for
residents living in such areas to secure insurance from a
range of providers, although it is accepted that the cost
of insurance may be higher than for a property in a
lower risk area. The objectively assessed housing need is
for at least 18,300 dwellings in South East Lincolnshire
over the plan period; it is not expected that these will all
be delivered immediately but land supply needs to be
put in place to address needs over the next 25 years.
The scale of housing growth proposed for Long Sutton
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housing at a level above existing stock. Notwithstanding
above building incentives, the question arises as to
what sort of properties will now be built and for
whom? There will probably be few or no bungalows so
it will presumably be family homes. However, as
affordable insurance is not applicable to new homes
built in high flood risk areas after January 2009, most
hard-working, decent local families will probably not be
able to get mortgages and therefore unfortunately the
take-up is likely to be very low from this sector. One
solution to this problem could be to build executive
homes thus freeing up older existing stock for young
local families. I agree with Robert's comments about
there really not being a market for so many new homes
in Long Sutton and indeed, I would say, a wider area in
Lincolnshire. He obviously has valuable experience in
the local housing market. Without the usual
infrastructure and business opportunities, this area's
important main industry is agriculture and is eminently
suitable for this purpose. It should not be compared
with areas such as the South-East where there certainly
is a pressing need for new housing. The same rules do
not apply here where the requirement for workers is
already met and a harmonious balance exists. The
moral dilemma is this: councils need to raise money to
maintain services, but should they be using more
imaginative ways of doing so? In the context of our
area, Government incentive grants have proven to have
the effect of producing high-density undesirable
developments, as in the case of Lime Walk. Please do
not continue in this way. I believe the sentiment of
Government incentive schemes and the moral duty of
councils is to help maintain a safe, harmonious
environment for the wellbeing of all its residents.

took account of many issues, including: the findings of
the South East Lincolnshire Assessment of Settlements
& their Sustainability Credentials (June 2015); the
population of the parish; the local rate of housing
growth between 1976 and 2011; population and
household projections and the local availability of land
at lower risk of flooding, and will contribute to that
overall figure.
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comment_content:
PLANNING DELIVERY GRANT AND ALLOCATION OF
HOUSING AND PLANNING DELIVERY GRANT Even with
the Central Government Housing and Planning Delivery
Grant (HDGP) schemes in place, SHDC struggled to
meet the old Local Plan targets. I am not sure if there is
a current scheme. The aim of the Grant is to get local
authorities to improve delivery of housing and other
planning outcomes as part of their strategy. Local
planning authorities were/are eligible, with the award
split between planning and housing elements. Grants
were/are awarded for progress against the delivery of
plans, land for housing and for new housing. Grant
monies were/are used to support local initiatives: staff
development, crime and disorder initiatives, youth
initiatives, conservation/heritage projects, business
development, systems improvements, green initiatives
and many more local initiatives enhancing the quality of
life for the whole community. Unfortunately, the grants
culture has a proven record to have the effect of
producing high-density undesirable developments,
because the council and developers are chancing
numbers and not quality, it's only human nature after
all. Bring back the old days when a house was a home.

comment_author:

Mr Fran Blinco

Officer Comment:
The Housing and Planning Delivery Grant has now
ended.
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comment_content:
"INFRASTRUCTURE - it will not lead to the loss of, nor
place undue burdens on, existing infrastructure, such as
open space, green infrastructure or community
facilities. TRANSPORT - The carriageway and footway
on Wisbech Road are adequate to serve residential
development on this site. The frontage appears wide
enough to accommodate the required junction and has
sufficient visibility. Provision should be made to Los015.
Consequently the combined site is considered
suitable." I disagree with some of your suitability
findings: Infrastructure problems. Wisbech Road has
major problems with drainage and sewage. This has
been documented with Anglian Water who has to
attend to clearing sewage three to four times a year.
Along with the problems of inadequate drainage and
sewer, people on Wisbech suffer odours. I disagree
with your transport suitability findings. Obviously your
studies haven't taken into account the heavy lorry's
that come across the bridge to get to A-17. It is a main
through route from A17 to the factories with lorries
coming across the bridge all hours of the day and night.
The traffic is heavy and fast, which would make access
from the proposed area onto Wisbech Road dangerous.
It is stated that Los012 is part of Los015 and that the
waste water and foul sewage network have sufficient
capacity for this site. I strongly disagree with this
statement. As mentioned above, sewage has always
been a problem since we have lived here. Anglian
Water has dug up the road and did the best they can,
but we still experience problems at times with sewage
smells. Plus down the end of the road, 7 Wisbech Rd
has to have the sewage pipe attended to three or four
times a year. You also stated the Carriageway and

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs Antony Barnes & Collee

Officer Comment:
Anglian Water identifies that the foul sewerage network
would need upgrading to accommodate the site, but
that is equally true of all preferred sites in Long Sutton.
Anglian Water also identifies that sustainable drainage
systems should be required for all sites in the Plan Area.
Given the size of the site a drainage strategy is likely to
be required as part of the planning application which
should demonstrate how surface water will be managed
on site so that the risk off site will not be increased. The
Highways Authority identifies that ‘Los015 should be
developed with a comprehensive road layout with
access onto both Seagate Road and Wisbech Road. The
eastern boundary of Los015 (where the bridge is) has a
long frontage onto Wisbech Road so a junction with the
prescribed visibility splays should be capable of being
provided along that frontage’. The Highways Authority
identifies that ‘the carriageway and footway on Wisbech
Road are adequate to serve residential development on
this site. The frontage appears wide enough to
accommodate the required junction and has sufficient
visibility. Provision should be made to Los015’. It
appears that a satisfactory, straightforward access
solution can be achieved to this site. It is inevitable that
the development of this site would change the outlook
of existing nearby dwellings, but this is equally true of all
alternative sites. At the time of a planning application,
the layout and design of a scheme would be carefully
scrutinised to minimise overlooking and privacy loss and
to ensure that a good standard of residential amenity is
retained. Any new development of 11 or more dwellings
would be expected to provide for recreational open
space/play areas to meet the needs of its residents;
given the size of this development it is expected that
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Footway are adequate and the frontage appears wide
enough with required junction and sufficient visibility.
We disagree. To walk across the bridge safely, you only
have room to walk single file. Also with the heavy
vehicles coming over the bridge (both ways), we feel
putting a junction that close to the bridge would be
quite dangerous. Some of the problems we foresee
pertaining to our property. Because our property is
closely adjacent to your proposed building sites the
following are a major concern to us:
Overlooking/loss of privacy
Loss of light or overshadowing
Visual amenity may be compromised.
The new housing development needs to be
sympathetic to existing homes and green areas in the
area. i.e. Two story houses versus bungalows, green
spaces between homes... Landscaping. Added noise
and disturbances Additional Smells from sewage
Traffic Noise and construction noise Construction
mess (i.e. Mud on roads making it slippery and
dangerous unless cleared every day) Our community of
Long Sutton Infrastructure of entire Long Sutton Area:
Your proposed housing plan could bring in upwards of
1,600 additional people in this area. This will bring in
added problems to the community. I've listed a few:
Employment for people purchasing the homes
Additional Police for crime going up. Play areas for
children Services: Surgery, Schools, Roads We feel
the proposed housing numbers are too many for Long
Sutton.

this would be provided on site, which would provide
additional open space in this part of Long Sutton.
Planning conditions are used to ensure that no harm
would be caused during construction to neighbouring
dwellings. The potential employment sites in Long
Sutton cover 9.3ha; this is considered to be a suitable
amount of land to provide jobs for residents who may
choose to live and work in the Long Sutton area, and
should appropriately complement the delivery of 580
new dwellings over the plan period. However, additional
sites have been put forward to be considered for
employment use in Long Sutton which may lead to the
mix of sites being re-visited. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met, and these matters will be dealt with in later
versions of the document and the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The County
Education Department has commented that there is no
capacity at the primary school at the present time, and
there is limited capacity to expand. An additional three
classrooms would be required; additional playing field
land would be required to enable the primary school to
expand. There is limited secondary capacity from 20162018, additional capacity would be required but The
Peele School has sufficient land to expand. There is a
lack of capacity at sixth form level at University
Academy Holbeach. A study will be required to identify
the nature of the buildings to be delivered at each level
and will be phased to be meet requirements and will be
dependent on school needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. Where appropriate planning conditions and/or
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developer contributions may be used to help provide for
the infrastructure needed to mitigate the impact of a
new development on the community.
ID1:

1274

comment_content:
This [map] shows several proposed plots earmarked for
development. We are protesting about the plot down
Seagate Road. Number Los030 (not sure that this is
right - not very clear on map) Road is not capable of
taking the extra traffic that this would cause and we
would like our names to be added to the others that
are protesting against developing this plot.

comment_author:

Mr C and Mrs J Ringer

Officer Comment:
The Highways Authority have not indicated that the
current traffic flows and road safety on Seagate Road
would be adversely impacted by the development of
this site.
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1275

comment_content:
I strongly support the proposed plan for Long Sutton,
however, I would suggest that development is favoured
in relatively small plots so they might organically blend
in with the town, rather than large isolated estates such
as the Woodlands development which create a
character of their own instead of gently integrating. I
would ask though that the Council looks seriously at
stepping up services such as the NHS and schooling in
advance of building expansion. This will have the
advantage of attracting new buyers to the town. Simply
releasing 800 sites, will not attract builders if there is
only poor buyer interest.

comment_author:

Derek Smith

Officer Comment:
Support for the housing requirement in Long Sutton is
welcome. A mix of small and larger scale housing sites
are required to ensure that a mix of house types and
tenures can be delivered across the plan period. This will
also cater for demand from national and local
housebuilders and for self build. It should be possible
through good design to ensure that new housing sites
(small or large) can complement the character of Long
Sutton and integrate with the existing built form. The
County Education Department has commented that
there is no capacity at the primary school at the present
time, and there is limited capacity to expand. An
additional three classrooms would be required;
additional playing field land would be required to enable
the primary school to expand. There is limited secondary
capacity from 2016-2018, additional capacity would be
required but The Peele School has sufficient land to
expand. There is a lack of capacity at sixth form level at
University Academy Holbeach. A study will be required
to identify the nature of the buildings to be delivered at
each level and will be phased to be meet requirements
and will be dependent on school needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. Where appropriate planning conditions and/or
developer contributions may be used to help provide for
the infrastructure needed to mitigate the impact of a
new development on the community. This is likely to
take place after some development has commenced so
is unlikely to be delivered prior to development.
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ID1:

1276

comment_content:
Good ideas, but you are running against the economy
of scale regarding small developments and restrictive
schemes like 'Flood Re'•
. Th 'Flood Re'•scheme will
only apply to properties built in high flood risk areas
before January 2009, and not after that date to avoid
incentivizing unwise building in known high flood risk
areas (which we are). This means that any property
built after that date will not be eligible for affordable
insurance. (no affordable insurance it may be difficult
to a mortgage). Regarding NHS issues, SHDC stated it's
not their responsibility to provide.

comment_author:

Mr Fran Blinco

Officer Comment:
Flood Re (affordable home insurance in flood risk areas)
applies to properties built before January 2009 but this
does not mean that national policy states that no new
homes should be built in areas at risk of flooding. It is
still possible for residents living in such areas to secure
insurance from a range of providers, although it is
accepted that the cost of insurance may be higher than
for a property in a lower risk area. Health care is the
responsibility of the CCG’s who have commented that
currently there is some capacity at the local GP
surgery(ies) to accommodate additional patients,
however County wide there is an increasing shortage of
GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff which could
affect future capacity should demand increase. Through
developer contributions funding can be sought to help
improve existing facilities although this is reliant on the
GP surgeries working with the CCG's to deliver
improvements and to attract staff to the area.
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ID1:

1277

comment_content:
As residents of Lime Walk we are very concerned about
access to LUT011. There is no clear access to this site
from Lime Walk, Gedney Road or Docking's Holt (which
is a sub-standard, single track, barely accessible road).
Please can we have details of how access would be
created. We already have high volumes of traffic in
Lime Walk from the new Anfield Road estate. The
recent evidence from the speed indication device
installed in Lime Walk shows many vehicles are
exceeding the 30mph speed limit. To add even more
traffic would only exacerbate the problem. After the
completion of building at Anfield Road the verges
abutting Lime Walk roadway were left in an appalling
condition and were never reinstated. We and our
neighbours have pursued this with both builders and
Lincolnshire County Council to no avail. As LUT011 is
within a flood risk area any new housing will need to be
raised. This could well mean houses towering over the
existing properties especially bungalows. This has
already happened at the back of Anfield Road. It is
getting increasingly difficult to find insurance
companies prepared to provide house insurance in this
postcode area. At one stage there was a discussion
about no further building north of A17. Why then is
Long Sutton selected for major development? Other
people have already commented that local services are
struggling to cope with the existing population another
large influx will add even more pressure. This, together
with a lack of local employment opportunities, could
have a really detrimental effect on what is a small
market town .

comment_author:

Paul and Marion Brown

Officer Comment:
The Highways Authority identifies that ‘vehicular access
could be difficult. The access onto Lime Walk is directly
opposite Anfield Road and would form a crossroads with
it. It would be preferable if access could be formed to
Gedney Road or from Ged001.’ The Environment Agency
identifies that ‘for depths of >1.6m proposals must be a
minimum of 2 storey with no ground floor habitable
accommodation. The first floor living accommodation
shall be above the highest predicted flood depth.’ The
neighbouring properties are a mix of houses and
bungalows. It is not accepted that properties would
tower over existing houses although care would need to
be taken through the design of the site to ensure that
the amenity of residents is maintained. The scale of
housing growth proposed for Long Sutton took account
of many issues, including: the findings of the South East
Lincolnshire Assessment of Settlements & their
Sustainability Credentials (June 2015); the population of
the parish; the local rate of housing growth between
1976 and 2011; population and household projections
and the local availability of land at lower risk of flooding.
The potential employment sites in Long Sutton cover
9.3ha; this is considered to be a suitable amount of land
to provide jobs for residents who may choose to live and
work in the Long Sutton area, and should appropriately
complement the delivery of 580 new dwellings over the
plan period. However, additional sites have been put
forward to be considered for employment use in Long
Sutton which may lead to the mix of sites being revisited.
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Lut011 is not one of the more suitable Potential Housing
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Employment Sites in South Holland and it should be
taken forward as a Preferred Option Employment
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ID1:

1278

comment_content:
Los006, 009 and 020: One is aware that the proposed
draft planning document has at its roots the
government's extended building policy to cover past
shortfalls in building, due to the economic situation and
predicted expansion of Long Sutton. Expansion which is
not verified in these proposed plans! Expansion which
includes the possibility of using land classified by Defra
Environment Agency 2008 as a flood hazard zone. A
zone which should keep the population and building
types broadly stable. Expansion ignoring infrastructure
which is already insufficient for the existing population,
a large number of which are elderly. With the lack of
expansion in this area and an open market on the
building trade one could see Long Sutton becoming
more of a commuter town no one at the local meeting
on Monday 15th February (about 120 attended) voted
for.

ID1:

1279

comment_content:
consider that parcel Nos Los030, Los015 & Los012
should be taken forward for residential development in
the short term. It is proposed to submit a formal
planning proposal shortly.

comment_author:

Mrs Wendy Wright

Officer Comment:
The majority of the site is within Flood Zone 3a, flood
hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for most’, and
flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘0.5-1.0m’, although
site Los009 is within Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115
is classified as ‘danger for most’, and flood depth in
2115 is classified as ‘1.0-2.0m’, one of the least
sequentially preferable sites in Long Sutton. By
identifying potential employment sites in Long Sutton
that cover 9.3ha may encourage businesses to locate in
the area, thereby providing jobs for residents who may
choose to live and work in the Long Sutton area, rather
than commuting elsewhere. However, additional sites
have been put forward to be considered for
employment use in Long Sutton which may lead to the
mix of sites being re-visited.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
Los006, Los009, Los019 and Los020 are not some of the
more suitable Potential Housing Sites in Long Sutton and
should not be taken forward as Preferred Option
Housing Allocations. LO002 Bridge Road Industrial
Estate and new site LO009 south of Bridge Road is one
of the more suitable Potential Employment Sites in
South Holland and it should be taken forward as a
Preferred Option Employment Allocation.

Hix & son

Officer Comment:
Support for Los030, Los015 and Los012 is welcome.
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ID1:

1280

comment_content:
We attended the Civic Society's meeting on Monday
15th February 2016 attended by Gary Alexander (SHDC)
and wish to express our concerns in relation to
proposed new housing site in Long Sutton at map
location reference Los022. The map provided at the
meeting d s not clearly show the exact position of map
location reference Los022 but we are concerned that
this appears to be land to the rear of our property at 76
Roman Bank and our neighbour, Mr D Smith's property
at 74 Roman Bank. We wish to make you aware that we
sold the house and land at 74 Roman Bank to Mr Smith
in 1976 and a clause was written into the sale
agreement that no housing will be built on the land to
the rear of our properties whilst we continue to live at
76 Roman Bank. Full details of this sale agreement is
held by Mossop & Bowser Solicitors in Long Sutton and
can be provided at your cost, should this be required.

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs Alan Lawson

Officer Comment:
Details of the legal clause are noted.
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ID1:

1281

comment_content:
After attending the open meeting at Long Sutton
regarding the proposed new housing sites required to
satisfy the number of new homes needed according to
the Government we would like to make an objection to
the proposed site of LUT011 on the grounds that it is a
good arable field, it is prone to flooding and any
building work could increase the risk to existing
properties along Gedney Road. Building on this land
LUT011 contravenes the councils own Coastal Risk
Study of 2010. As new builds are now built higher we
would be very unhappy to lose the rural views that we
paid for when we purchased our bungalow in March
2011. We also have concerns over the existing
infrastructure ie. Doctors, Dentists, Schools, Road
systems, Drainage and Flood risk.

comment_author:

Mr R C Tointon and Mrs E A Shawl

Officer Comment:
The site is classified as best and most versatile
agricultural land, but this is equally true of all greenfield
sites in and around Long Sutton. The site is within Flood
Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for
most’, and flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘1-2.0m’
one of the least sequentially preferable sites in Long
Sutton. The Environment Agency identifies that ‘for
depths of >1.6m proposals must be a minimum of 2
storey with no ground floor habitable accommodation.
The first floor living accommodation shall be above the
highest predicted flood depth.’ Therefore it appears that
a satisafactory solution could be achieved in terms of
flood risk. It is inevitable that the development of this
site would change the outlook of existing nearby
dwellings, but this is equally true of all alternative sites.
At the time of a planning application, the layout and
design of a scheme would be carefully scrutinised to
minimise overlooking and privacy loss. The Local Plan
will have to demonstrate how arising infrastructure
needs will be met, and these matters will be dealt with
in later versions of the document and the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The County
Education Department has commented that there is no
capacity at the primary school at the present time, and
there is limited capacity to expand. An additional three
classrooms would be required; additional playing field
land would be required to enable the primary school to
expand. There is limited secondary capacity from 20162018, additional capacity would be required but The
Peele School has sufficient land to expand. There is a
lack of capacity at sixth form level at University
Academy Holbeach. A study will be required to identify
the nature of the buildings to be delivered at each level
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and will be phased to be meet requirements and will be
dependent on school needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. Anglian Water identifies that ‘all developments
should seek to reduce flood risk and incorporate
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS)’. It would appear
that impact of surface water run-off could be managed
satisfactorily so that insurance and mortgages can be
achieved. However, such issues are not unique to site
Lut011 – they apply equally to all alternative sites
elsewhere in Long Sutton, and to other locations
throughout the Plan area.
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ID1:

1282

comment_content:
Long Sutton is a small market town and that is how I
would like to see it stay. If approx. 380 new homes are
built, with all the extra people, what effect would it
have on the local services such as doctors, schools,
etc.? Even if a new health centre was built, I know from
my experience working in a local pharmacy, that you
cannot get doctors and pharmacists to come and live
and work in this area. As there is not a great deal of
employment in Long Sutton, it would mean more traffic
on the roads as people travelled to work (if they do
work). The land proposed off Lime Walk is all arable
land. Since moving to Delamore Way, we have seen St.
Thomas's Court, John Swain's Way and Anfield Road
built around us, all on former arable land. Where do we
grow food crops if we keep building on arable land? The
land off Dockings Holt would be unsuitable unless the
road is upgraded. At present, the road is too narrow, in
poor condition and has a large drain running along side
of it.

comment_author:

Carole Hearle

Officer Comment:
The Local Plan will have to demonstrate how arising
infrastructure needs will be met, and these matters will
be dealt with in later versions of the document and the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The
County Education Department has commented that
there is no capacity at the primary school at the present
time, and there is limited capacity to expand. An
additional three classrooms would be required;
additional playing field land would be required to enable
the primary school to expand. There is limited secondary
capacity from 2016-2018, additional capacity would be
required but The Peele School has sufficient land to
expand. There is a lack of capacity at sixth form level at
University Academy Holbeach. A study will be required
to identify the nature of the buildings to be delivered at
each level and will be phased to be meet requirements
and will be dependent on school needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. By identifying potential employment sites in
Long Sutton that cover 9.3ha may encourage businesses
to locate in the area, thereby providing jobs for
residents who may choose to live and work in the Long
Sutton area, rather than commuting elsewhere.
However, additional sites have been put forward to be
considered for employment use in Long Sutton which
may lead to the mix of sites being re-visited. The site is
classified as best and most versatile agricultural land,
but this is equally true of all greenfield sites in and
around Long Sutton. The Highways Authority identifies
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that ‘vehicular access could be difficult. The access onto
Lime Walk is directly opposite Anfield Road and would
form a crossroads with it. It would be preferable if
access could be formed to Gedney Road or from
Ged001.’
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ID1:

1283

comment_content:
My comments and objection regarding the overall
proposed housing developments in Long Sutton are:
1) The medical practice is already at overload by some
1,500 patients in an above average aged community
with the imminent retirement of an existing GP and the
well publicised difficulties associated with attracting
and appointing new and replacement GP's in the area.
2) The primary school is also at capacity.
3) The resultant increase in population will not increase
jobs in Long Sutton as there is little or no business
development. The major employer in the immediate
vicinity being the Princes Foods Ltd. canning factory at
Long Sutton. All relevant statistics clearly demonstrate
that the canned vegetable market is in serious decline. I
have personal knowledge of this fact, The long term
presence of this major employer may therefore be
called into question. The suggestion that Princess are
about to invest in the site is correct. A new canteen to
replace the existing portacabin structure and office
block is not going to increase employment, in fact more
of the administration work carried out at the Long
Sutton site is being transferred to the head office at
Liverpool which will result in a reduction in jobs, not an
increase.
4) The vast majority of any influx in population in Long
Sutton will be employed outside of the immediate area
requiring public transport services which are in decline
and about to be reduced further.
5) The resultant increase in private vehicle traffic will
invariably lead to congestion and increase the risk of
accidents particularly on roads joining the A17 and
indeed on the A17 itself which is the major road artery
running past Long Sutton. This is self evident to any

comment_author:

Martin Dickinson

Officer Comment:
The CCG’s have commented that currently there is some
capacity at the local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate
additional patients, however County wide there is an
increasing shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare
staff which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. The County Education Department has
commented that there is no capacity at the primary
school at the present time, and there is limited capacity
to expand. An additional three classrooms would be
required; additional playing field land would be required
to enable the primary school to expand. There is limited
secondary capacity from 2016-2018, additional capacity
would be required but The Peele School has sufficient
land to expand. There is a lack of capacity at sixth form
level at University Academy Holbeach. A study will be
required to identify the nature of the buildings to be
delivered at each level and will be phased to be meet
requirements and will be dependent on school needs.
The potential employment sites in Long Sutton cover
9.3ha; this is considered to be a suitable amount of land
to provide jobs for residents who may choose to live and
work in the Long Sutton area, and should appropriately
complement the delivery of 580 new dwellings over the
plan period. The sites were based on land available in
January 2016. However, additional sites have been put
forward to be considered for employment use in Long
Sutton which may lead to the mix of sites being revisited. No evidence has been submitted to indicate that
the occupiers of LO001 are re-locating or closing the
site. Although LO001 adjoins the Princes site this does
not necessarily mean that it would be that company that
would develop the land. Public transport services are
not a Local Plan matter, and it is more likely that future
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traveller on the A17 particularly monday to friday
journeying to and from work.
My comments and objection to the specific proposed
development adjacent to Seagate Road are:
1) This is grade one arable land producing food which
should not be used for housing development when
there are "Brown Field" sites which could be used.
2) This is a designated flood plain and whilst I
appreciate measures can be taken when building new
properties to reduce the risk of flooding on these
particular properties, consider the following facts
a) This is a twenty acre field boarded by two shallow
ditches which are totally inadequate to take suffice
water from a major development.
b) Rainfall filters naturally through the open soil of this
twenty acre area. Housing development of this size
would introduce significant areas of concrete, tarmac,
roofs and patios, all of which will collect suffice water
rather than disperse it.
3) The suffice levels and sewage drains of the existing
housing along Seagate Road are below that of the field
opposite which is proposed for development thereby
increasing, in conjunction with point 2, the risk of
flooding to these properties.
4) The proposed field for development is only yards
from one of the lowest points in Long Sutton where
Seagate Road drops from the old railway cottage to the
Spar shop, which is boarded by commercial properties
and domestic housing. The main sewage drain running
down the centre of Seagate Road with several manhole
covers in this particular area are prime areas for
flooding and entering the sewage system thus carrying
the potential flood risk well beyond the area of Seagate
Road.
5) This area is also identified as one of the high flood
risk areas in Long Sutton on maps issued by South

residents will have a car, as that is the current trend for
residents in the area. The Highways Authority have not
indicated that the level of traffic associated with the
new housing would lead to an adverse impact upon safe
and efficient operation of the highways network. The
site is classified as best and most versatile agricultural
land, but this is equally true of all greenfield sites in and
around Long Sutton. It is accepted that it is preferable to
develop previously-developed sites, but such sites are
not available in sufficient numbers to meet Long
Sutton’s housing needs. The majority of the site is within
Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is classified as
‘danger for most’, and flood depth in 2115 is classified
as ‘0.25-0.5m’, but site Los030 is within Flood Zone 3a,
flood hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for most’,
and flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘0.5-1m’, not the
most sequentially preferable sites but with less risk than
most other sites in Long Sutton. The development of this
size site would require a surface water/sustainable
drainage strategy to ensure that surface water run off
can be dealt with appropriately. Anglian Water identifies
that the foul sewerage network would need upgrading
to accommodate the site, but that is equally true of all
preferred sites in Long Sutton.
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Holland Council. Any development adjacent to Seagate
Road will only increase this risk which is already classed
as high risk.
IS SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL PREPARED TO
TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE INCREASED RISK OF
FLOODING TO THIS AREA AS A RESULT OF INCLUDING
THE FIELD ADJACENT TO SEAGATE ROAD IN THEIR
PROPOSED PLAN FOR DEVELOPMENT, BEARING IN
MIND THE JUNCTION OF SEAGATE ROAD WITH THE
OLD A17 OPPOSITE THE SPAR SHOP ALREADY FLOODS
DURING PERIODS OF HEAVY RAIN.
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ID1:

1284

comment_content:
Proposed new housing in Long Sutton We oppose the
plan for more housing in Long Sutton in general. Our
reasons are that it will put great strain on local
amenities such as roads, schools, medieval centre, fire,
police and ambulance services. Water and sewage will
become more of a problem than they already are.
Flooding may become more of a problem with new
housing not allowing surface drainage. We strongly
oppose the plan to build any significant number of new
houses in Long Sutton

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs B & B R Ashley

Officer Comment:
The Local Plan will have to demonstrate how arising
infrastructure needs will be met, and these matters will
be dealt with in later versions of the document and the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The
Highways Authority have not indicated that the level of
traffic associated with the new housing would lead to an
adverse impact upon safe and efficient operation of the
highways network. The County Education Department
has commented that there is no capacity at the primary
school at the present time, and there is limited capacity
to expand. An additional three classrooms would be
required; additional playing field land would be required
to enable the primary school to expand. There is limited
secondary capacity from 2016-2018, additional capacity
would be required but The Peele School has sufficient
land to expand. There is a lack of capacity at sixth form
level at University Academy Holbeach. A study will be
required to identify the nature of the buildings to be
delivered at each level and will be phased to be meet
requirements and will be dependent on school needs.
Anglian Water identifies that the foul sewerage network
would need upgrading to accommodate the site, but
that is equally true of all preferred sites in Long Sutton.
Anglian Water also identifies that sustainable drainage
systems should be required for all sites in the Plan Area.
Anglian Water has commented that water resources are
adequate to serve the proposed growth. However the
supply network would require upgrading to
accommodate all of the sites.
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ID1:

1285

comment_content:
Los030 Flooding danger. This site is waterlogged during
winter. Water at present on Seagate Road which would
dramatically increase. Seagate Road is inadequate for
further traffic. In poor state at present.

comment_author:

Mrs Daubney

Officer Comment:
The majority of the site is within Flood Zone 3a, flood
hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for most’, and
flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘0.25-0.5m’, but site
Los030 is within Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is
classified as ‘danger for most’, and flood depth in 2115
is classified as ‘0.5-1m’, not the most sequentially
preferable sites but with less risk than most other sites
in Long Sutton. The development of this size site would
require a surface water/sustainable drainage strategy to
ensure that surface water run off can be dealt with
appropriately. The Highways Authority have not
indicated that the current traffic flows and road safety
on Seagate Road would be adversely impacted by the
development of this site.
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ID1:

1286

comment_content:
Plots LOS020, 19, 09, 06 Wisbech Road and Seagate
Road are unsuitable for access to these sites nor
additional vehicular traffic. Some of these plots have a
high flood risk. These plots are currently used as
agricultural land and the loss of this should not be
allowed.

comment_author:

David Dodd & Joyce Dodd

Officer Comment:
The Highways Authority identifies that ‘Los015 should
be developed with a comprehensive road layout with
access onto both Seagate Road and Wisbech Road. The
eastern boundary of Los015 (where the bridge is) has a
long frontage onto Wisbech Road so a junction with the
prescribed visibility splays should be capable of being
provided along that frontage’. The majority of the site is
within Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is classified
as ‘danger for most’, and flood depth in 2115 is
classified as ‘0.25-0.5m’, but site Los030 is within Flood
Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for
most’, and flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘0.5-1m’,
not the most sequentially preferable sites but with less
risk than most other sites in Long Sutton. The site is
classified as best and most versatile agricultural land,
but this is equally true of all greenfield sites in and
around Long Sutton. It is accepted that it is preferable to
develop previously-developed sites, but such sites are
not available in sufficient numbers to meet Long
Sutton’s housing needs.
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ID1:

1287

comment_content:
In the Long Sutton area there is a need for a more
holistic approach before choosing areas for new
housing especially concerning roads, drainage and
sewerage. Off the B1359 we have Dockings Hault, Lime
Walk, Park Road and Roman Bank : which of these is
the main route to Dawes Mere and Gedney Drove End
where new builds already exist? I have lived at the top
of Lime Walk since 1970 and seen much growth. We
need more housing but this must be considered.

comment_author:

Mrs Joyce Mayne

Officer Comment:
The Highways Authority have not indicated that the
current traffic flows and road safety along Lime Walk
would be adversely impacted by the development of
Los008 and Los026. The Highways Authority identifies
that ‘vehicular access to Lut011 could be difficult. The
access onto Lime Walk is directly opposite Anfield Road
and would form a crossroads with it. It would be
preferable if access could be formed to Gedney Road or
from Ged001.’ The Highways Authority identifies that
‘Docking’s Holt is not suitable to serve Ged001’, but it
could be accessed from Ged001. The Highways
Authority identifies that 'it might be possible to provide
a safe access to Ged014 onto Gedney Road but because
it is close to a bend in visibility may be compromised.
Therefore it would be preferable if the site was accessed
via Ged001.'
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ID1:

1288

comment_content:
Having attended the meeting on Monday and listening
to all points l believe the proposed sites in the Long
Sutton area are inappropriate. National requirements
do not belong in Market Towns that are unable to
provide work/job prospects. As further investment for
business is not going to be provided it will not only
become a commuter town during the day but create
havoc with road networks around the town affecting
the A17 and A16 as people travel out of town to work
to enable the affordability of purchase.
Ged014/Ged001 and Lut011 will make it a very busy
area and Dockings Holt is difficult enough without
additional traffic. The same g s for
Los019/Los020/Los006 and Los009 with access off
Station Road. The A17 was constructed for the purpose
of deviating traffic away from the villages and the
proposals that are planned will bring it back once again.
Whilst some may have moved into the area to take
advantage of low house prices l would add that possibly
the majority moved into the area for its rural views, the
peace and quiet that the conservation town of Long
Sutton offers (at present) and that they have possibly
experienced similar problems in areas they may have
moved from. Whilst it is appreciated that local shops
and businesses would benefit from an increase in
population it is doubtful that it would be of sufficient
quantity for planners and developers to incorporate
new services and therefore would definitely put
additional pressures on existing local schools and
medical services. The possibility of creating a commuter
town which will leave houses empty during daylight
hours is just too tempting and a rise in crime may be
inevitable as will the possibility of a further increase of

comment_author:

Mrs L Pears

Officer Comment:
The Local Plan should be consistent with national policy.
By identifying potential employment sites in Long Sutton
that cover 9.3ha may encourage businesses to locate in
the area, thereby providing jobs for residents who may
choose to live and work in the Long Sutton area, rather
than commuting elsewhere. However, additional sites
have been put forward to be considered for
employment use in Long Sutton which may lead to the
mix of sites being re-visited. The Highways Authority
identifies that ‘vehicular access to Lut011 could be
difficult. The access onto Lime Walk is directly opposite
Anfield Road and would form a crossroads with it. It
would be preferable if access could be formed to
Gedney Road or from Ged001.’ The Highways Authority
identifies that ‘Docking’s Holt is not suitable to serve
Ged001’, but it could be accessed from Ged001. The
Highways Authority identifies that 'it might be possible
to provide a safe access to Ged014 onto Gedney Road
but because it is close to a bend in visibility may be
compromised. Therefore it would be preferable if the
site was accessed via Ged001.' The Highways Authority
identifies that ‘Los019 appears to be accessible from the
turning area at the end of Lancaster Drive although
there may be a ransom strip. The site could be accessed
through Los006 and Los020 where provision should be
made to complete the road to the site boundary; Site
Los020 may be accessible from Dunlin Drive although
not solely and there may be a ransom strip. The site
could be accessed through Los006 and provision should
be made to the site boundary of Los019; a wide access
to Los006 is available to Station Road/Cowpers Gate
between two dwellings. Visibility on the traffic approach
side is satisfactory. Visibility to the south is over the
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the flood risk. This is a strategic development as
required by national requirements, however, l believe
further development will have an increasing impact on
the historical character on the town especially on the
approach into Long Sutton and the identity of a Market
Town may well be lost. The proposals presented at the
meeting do not provide us with any confidence that
they will benefit the town and the community.

frontages of adjacent dwellings and could be
compromised. Provision should be made to Los009 and
Los020; site Los009 is accessible through Los006 where
provision should be made to complete the road to the
site boundary.’ The Highways Authority have not
indicated that the traffic generated by the level of
housing proposed for Long Sutton would adversely
impact flows in and around Long Sutton. The County
Education Department has commented that there is no
capacity at the primary school at the present time, and
there is limited capacity to expand. An additional three
classrooms would be required; additional playing field
land would be required to enable the primary school to
expand. There is limited secondary capacity from 20162018, additional capacity would be required but The
Peele School has sufficient land to expand. There is a
lack of capacity at sixth form level at University
Academy Holbeach. A study will be required to identify
the nature of the buildings to be delivered at each level
and will be phased to be meet requirements and will be
dependent on school needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. The design of new development will have to
ensure that the amenity of existing and future residents
is acceptable, and that crime and the fear of crime is
minimised. the Environment Agency identifies that
‘allocations in areas of hazard would need to ensure that
finished floor levels are raised to the appropriate level
with additional flood resilient construction incorporated
into proposals. Developers would need to confirm that
they can achieve required mitigation and that the
proposal would still be deliverable. Adopt a Flood Risk
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Mitigation Policy to ensure safe development.’ Detailed
guidance on finished floor levels is set out in the Long
Sutton Housing Papers. The sites taken forward should
form a natural extension to the built area without
having an adverse impact upon the character or
historical integrity of the town.
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1289

comment_content:
I object to the proposed housing developments in Long
Sutton based on the following points:
Long Sutton medical practise is already overloaded with
patients.
The primary school is also at capacity.
The increase in traffic will lead to congestion and
increase the risk of accidents.
My objections are for sites LOS008 and LOS026. Traffic
down Lime Walk has already doubled due to the
development of Anfield Road and the 40 houses on the
site! These house have not contributed to our town and
were actually home to recent shootings!! Long Sutton is
not big enough for more housing developments. We
need to concentrate on what makes Long Sutton such a
pleasure to live in, we need to concentrate on
developing our schools to ensure we have enough
room to help and educate our children, expand our
doctor surgeries to ensure the young and elderly
residents are cared for and are able to receive the
medical attention they need. This will not be possible if
planning permission is granted without considering the
essentials of any town and community. Stop thinking
about money and start considering the people who live
in and admire the town the way it is.

comment_author:

Mrs Harrison

Officer Comment:
The CCG’s have commented that currently there is some
capacity at the local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate
additional patients, however County wide there is an
increasing shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare
staff which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. The County Education Department has
commented that there is no capacity at the primary
school at the present time, and there is limited capacity
to expand. An additional three classrooms would be
required; additional playing field land would be required
to enable the primary school to expand. There is limited
secondary capacity from 2016-2018, additional capacity
would be required but The Peele School has sufficient
land to expand. There is a lack of capacity at sixth form
level at University Academy Holbeach. A study will be
required to identify the nature of the buildings to be
delivered at each level and will be phased to be meet
requirements and will be dependent on school needs.
The Highways Authority have not indicated that the
traffic generated by the level of housing proposed for
Long Sutton would adversely impact flows or highways
safety in and around Long Sutton. The Highways
Authority identifies that ‘access from Lime Walk could
be achieved but the existing frontage footway and
surface water drainage would need to be extended to
the site. Ideally there should be a vehicular connection
to Los026 and Anfield Road/Magpie Close.’ It appears a
satisfactory and straightforward access and transport
solution can be achieved. The design of new
development will have to ensure that crime, the fear of
crime and anti-social behaviour is minimised.
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comment_content:
Lincolnshire County Council spent about 100K putting
ER signs on roads leading away from Long Sutton,
because they believe there is a coastal flood risk.
Lincolnshire County Council paid for a Coastal Study on
building restrictions in flood risk areas, because they
believe there is a coastal flood risk. Environment
Agency classification for Long Sutton is Zone 3A
(Danger for most), because they believe there is a
coastal flood risk. Farmers set up The Wash Frontage
Group •
, a lobbying organisation seeking to raise the
awareness of the need to improve coastal defenses
along the entire Wash frontage, because they believe
there is a coastal flood risk. Central Government launch
'Flood Re' a not-for-profit insurance scheme, because
they believe there is a coastal flood risk. Central
Government, National Planning Policy Framework
states local planning authorities should only consider
developments in flood risk areas after a full site-specific
flood risk assessment, because they believe there is a
coastal flood risk. South Lincolnshire unable to attract
large scale industrial investment, because they believe
there is a coastal flood risk. Lincs. Fire and Rescue
supports the development of Local Emergency
Resilience Planning, because they believe there is a
coastal flood risk. South Holland District Council. Lets
build 18000 houses across the whole of South
Lincolnshire.

comment_author:

Mr Fran Blinco

Officer Comment:
Long Sutton is within Flood Zone 3a identified as having
a high probability of flood risk. However there is a
difference between the SFRA and the EA’s hazard maps
that fed into the Lincolnshire Coastal Study. It was the
EA’s opinion for the planning process that secondary, as
well as primary, flood defences should be breached in
the modelling – Royal Haskoning had only modelled the
primary defence breaches along the coastline. The
approach agreed with the EA for the Local Plan is
therefore to use the SFRA maps which show this
amalgamated modelling scenario, which is considered
the most up to date information on risk to Long Sutton.
Although the NPPF (para 101) says that ‘The aim of the
Sequential Test is to steer new development to areas
with the lowest probability of flooding’ because large
areas of the South East Lincolnshire are at the same
probability of flooding (i.e. land having a 1 in 100 annual
probability of river flooding, or a 1 in 200 annual
probability of sea (tidal) flooding) the approach taken
has used the more refined information from the SFRA
maps (i.e. the hazard maps), which show not only the
probability of flooding but also the consequences of
flooding, to decide which sites are sequentially
preferable. National policy states that ‘The aim of the
Sequential Test is to steer new development to areas
with the lowest probability of flooding. Development
should not be allocated or permitted if there are
reasonably available sites appropriate for the proposed
development in areas with a lower probability of
flooding. The Strategic Flood Risk Assessment will
provide the basis for applying this test. A sequential
approach should be used in areas known to be at risk
from any form of flooding’. It has been agreed with the
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EA that the sequential test would be applied on a
settlement by settlement basis. The NPPF adds ‘If,
following application of the Sequential Test, it is not
possible, consistent with wider sustainability objectives,
for the development to be located in zones with a lower
probability of flooding, the Exception Test can be
applied if appropriate. For the Exception Test to be
passed: it must be demonstrated that the development
provides wider sustainability benefits to the community
that outweigh flood risk, informed by a Strategic Flood
Risk Assessment where one has been prepared; and a
site-specific flood risk assessment must demonstrate
that the development will be safe for its lifetime taking
account of the vulnerability of its users, without
increasing flood risk elsewhere, and, where possible, will
reduce flood risk overall.’ At the Local Plan level it is not
practicable for a FRA to be undertaken for each site
because the details of a scheme are not known.
However, the LPAs will seek confirmation from the
promoters of each allocated site that flood mitigation
can be delivered as part of a viable scheme. South East
Lincolnshire is able to attract new employment
development; where sites have not been developed it
may be for other reasons rather than flood risk.
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1291

comment_content:
The plan as shown at the meeting in Long Sutton is
slightly in error in that it shows Los022 being owned by
76 Roman Bank and not quite encompassing all of my
land (a small strip to the south of the marked field). I
have attached the plan LOS-022.jpg shown at the
meeting and a corrected image 74-LOS-022.jpg.
delineating the residence at 74 and the whole of the
land parcel available for development. I would also like
to clarify the comment made by Mr. and Mrs Lawson
regarding the deed clause that - I would not be allowed
to build on the land to the rear of 76 While Mrs Lawson
resided there. This clause is correct. However, the deed
is restrictive only to myself as it did not include the
stipulation of 'Successors in Title' and therefore the
clause will not be a restriction following transfer of title
to a developer.

comment_author:

Derek Smith

Officer Comment:
The housing site boundary will be amended to include
74 Roman Bank and the strip of land to the south of the
existing Los022. 76 Roman Bank will be deleted.
Confirmation of the details of the legal agreement is
welcome
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comment_content:
Plot los 023 The land is Allen's charity land linked to St
Marys Church. This land has been used as allotments
land and is currently worked by one farmer.It should
remain to be used as individual plots in the future or
some other use by the church to raise funds for the
Allen's charity to provide music scholarships bursary's
and maintenance for the church organ. The two
possible access points are both on difficult curved
sections of roadway the roman bank option would have
poor vision of traffic on roman bank. I have been told
by a church warden the land is not available to be used
for housing and should not be included in the local plan.
Please reply to this email stating who has currently
given you permission to consider this land.

comment_author:

Mr J Conlay

Officer Comment:
The availability of the land for alternative uses will be
determined by the landowner. The Highways Authority
identifies that ‘access onto London Road is restricted
and compromised. A footway/cycleway would be
beneficial. Access onto Roman Bank could be achieved
but is 2 or 3 metres higher than the site, on the inside of
a bend and would require large visibility splays. It would
be helpful if the existing narrow footway could be
widened.’ It appears a satisfactory access could be
achieved but it would be less straightforward than for
other sites. The site was submitted by Geoffrey Collins &
Co on behalf of The Trustees of Long Sutton Charities in
January/February2008 for us to consider as a housing
site.
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comment_content:
LOSO3O, LOSO15, LOS012 I oppose planned
development of these three lots. - Access/Exit. Seagate
Road too narrow. Already many lorries to/from
Warwicks Cement Works, also large number of
deliveries to Spar. Heavy parking already exists both
sides of Seagate Road outside Spar, forcing delivery
lorries to reverse into Lancaster Road. They then have
difficulty exiting due to bend in Seagate Road which
restricts visibility. In addition extra volume of traffic will
occur with the proposed creation of a cemetery in
Seagate Road. Wisbech Road too narrow. Large volume
of lorries already to/from food factories. - Drainage:
Ongoing sewage problem. Part of LOS015 excavated
twice in 2015, problem still exists. Top of LOSO15 prone
to flooding.

comment_author:

Mrs Y Smith

Officer Comment:
The Highways Authority identifies that ‘Seagate Road is
wide enough for two vehicles to pass.’ The Highways
Authority have not indicated that the current traffic
flows and road safety on Seagate Road would be
adversely impacted by the development of this site. The
Highways Authority identifies that ‘Los015 should be
developed with a comprehensive road layout with
access onto both Seagate Road and Wisbech Road. The
eastern boundary of Los015 (where the bridge is) has a
long frontage onto Wisbech Road so a junction with the
prescribed visibility splays should be capable of being
provided along that frontage’. Anglian Water identifies
that the foul sewerage network would need upgrading
to accommodate the site, but that is equally true of all
preferred sites in Long Sutton. Anglian Water also
identifies that sustainable drainage systems should be
required for all sites in the Plan Area. Given the size of
the site a drainage strategy is likely to be required as
part of the planning application which should
demonstrate how surface water will be managed on site
so that the risk off site will not be increased. The
Environment Agency identifies that all the site is within
Flood Zone 3a, and the majority of the site is within
flood hazard in 2115 ‘danger for most’, and flood depth
in 2115 ‘0.25-0.5m’, therefore it is one of the most
sequentially preferable sites in terms of flood risk in
Long Sutton. A Flood Risk Assessment will be required to
ensure that through development the risk on and off
site, up and downstream will be no worse as a
consequence of development, this is likely to include
mitigation measures identified in the Long Sutton
Housing Papers.
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comment_content:
I'd like to raise a number of issues for consideration in
respect of the proposed housing development plans for
Long Sutton; The national requirement for increased
provision of housing, both privately owned and
'social/affordable'•
, is acknowledged. Central
government has a target and has apportioned this
target out to local authorities to find room to build the
required number of homes. The plan starts to fall over
as soon as the economics required to support the plan
are scrutinised; firstly there is no shortage of housing,
for private purchase, in the area. Property prices have
been largely static in the local vicinity and there is no
suppressed demand which would be evidenced by a
much higher HPI figure if there was a shortfall. The
national requirement for more social housing is clear
however this could be achieved by focused
development on small brownfield sites in the local area.
Secondly there is a lack of manufacturing or industrial
development in the area which will support the jobs
required to afford the mortgages required to fund
purchase of these home. We already have a significant
'single point of failure'•in the local economy with our
reliance on Princes and South Lincs runs well behind
the national average earnings level already without
increasing the employable population which will have
the effect of driving down wages through over supply
of workforce and under supply of employment.
Previous comments have reflected the requirement for
housing development to be in the near vicinity of
employment and this seems to be highly improbable in
Long Sutton. We have already seen a lack of privately
financed demand change the Anfield Road
development with much more of the estate being given

comment_author:

Nick Birdseye

Officer Comment:
The National Planning Policy Framework requires that
each Local Plan area provides enough land to meet its
housing needs in the short and long term to 2036. The
Peterborough Sub Regional Strategic Housing Market
Assessment identifies that 10,750 new dwellings are
required to meet South Holland’s housing needs over
the plan period, this would include Long Sutton. It is
accepted that it is preferable to develop previouslydeveloped sites for private and affordable housing, but
such sites are not available in sufficient numbers to
meet Long Sutton’s housing needs. The potential
employment sites in Long Sutton cover 9.3ha; this is
considered to be a suitable amount of land to provide
jobs for residents who may choose to live and work in
the Long Sutton area, and should appropriately
complement the delivery of 580 new dwellings over the
plan period. The land identified in January 2016
represented the best available land, however other sites
have been submitted which may lead to the mix of sites
being re-visited. Additional employment land should
help attract new business to the area which may lead to
the diversification of the economy. Pre-commencement
conditions are being discharged for the Butterfly Park
scheme which indicates that the developer is moving
forward with a scheme. A bus service operates between
Spalding and King’s Lynn (every 20 minutes MondaySaturday, every 30 minutes on a Sunday), stopping in
Long Sutton, in addition there is a CallConnect service.
These services stop in the town centres and Springfields
where employment and leisure opportunities may be.
Whilst it is true that services do not operate after 7pm
or go direct to Peterborough, they do go to Spalding
where onward services can be used. It is accepted that
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over to social housing due to a lack of
demand/employment and the development curtailed.
This allied to the fact that the Butterfly park
development seems to have stalled, may well indicate
that we don't actually need 380 more houses siting in
and around Long Sutton. Should new residents have to
travel for work then we have a limited bus service to
Kings Lynn or Spalding; neither route serving their
enterprise zones and no train/bus link to Peterborough.
This will leave approximately an extra 1000 residents
travelling to work via car which will further impact the
road network locally. Several of the sites identified are
plots of prime arable land and fulfil both a food
production and flood/rainwater dispersal function. It is
noted on the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan:
Housing Paper - Long Sutton (January 2016), at
http://93.93.220.237/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2016/01/merged-Long-Sutton1.pdf,
that several of the sites will require significant flood
mitigation work and it seems incongruent, having
watched the TV over the last winter, that we should be
considering building on acknowledged flood risk areas.
Anglian Water has also commented that the surface
water network capacity has major constraints and all
sites should seek to reduce flood risk and incorporate
Sustainable Drainage Systems. The paper above also
notes that the County Education Department has been
consulted and has commented that Long Sutton has a
lack of primary and secondary capacity. The primary
school is on a constrained site and the secondary
school has some potential to expand. We also have
extremely limited health and dental facilities and, with
no local government support to increase these
facilities, it will be left to the local community to
pressure developers to provide adequate support
services. This may preclude developers from investing

residents are more likely to use a car/van to travel to
work or for leisure but this is true of residents in most
settlements. The Environment Agency identifies that
‘allocations in areas of hazard would need to ensure that
finished floor levels are raised to the appropriate level
with additional flood resilient construction incorporated
into proposals. Developers would need to confirm that
they can achieve required mitigation and that the
proposal would still be deliverable. Adopt a Flood Risk
Mitigation Policy to ensure safe development.’ Detailed
guidance on finished floor levels is set out in the Long
Sutton Housing Papers. Anglian Water have stated that
the surface water network has major constraints,
although this standard comment has been made of all
sites in South east Lincolnshire. The County Education
Department has commented that there is no capacity at
the primary school at the present time, and there is
limited capacity to expand. An additional three
classrooms would be required; additional playing field
land would be required to enable the primary school to
expand. There is limited secondary capacity from 20162018, additional capacity would be required but The
Peele School has sufficient land to expand. There is a
lack of capacity at sixth form level at University
Academy Holbeach. A study will be required to identify
the nature of the buildings to be delivered at each level
and will be phased to be meet requirements and will be
dependent on school needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. Developer contributions will be used
appropriately to help minimise any adverse impacts new
development may generate on existing infrastructure.
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in these significant developments as the associated
costs may make the sites uneconomic.
I have specific concerns over the sites referenced as
Los020, Los006 and Los009. These plots would all be
accessed either directly from Station Road, or indirectly
off Station Road via Dunlin Drive, and significantly
increase the traffic on Station Road. This road provides
access to the GP Surgery, Primary School and Fire
Station as well as already being one of the main access
points to the by-pass. We have already seen an uplift in
traffic, particularly freight, since permission was
granted increased usage in and out of the old
Lockwoods Station Yard site.
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comment_content:
Comments in relation to the SHLAA paper Page 16 Los012 And Page Page19 Los015
Suitability Explanation Paragraph
I disagree with some of your suitability findings:
Infrastructure problems. Wisbech Road has major
problems with drainage and sewage. This has been
documented with Anglian Water who has to attend to
clearing sewage three to four times a year. Along with
the problems of inadequate drainage and sewer,
people on Wisbech suffer odours. I disagree with your
transport suitability findings. Obviously your studies
haven't taken into account the heavy lorry's that come
across the bridge to get to A-17. It is a main through
route from A17 to the factories with lorries coming
across the bridge all hours of the day and night. The
traffic is heavy and fast, which would make access from
the proposed area onto Wisbech Road dangerous.
Comments in relation to the Housing Paper for Long
Sutton:
It is stated that Los012 is part of Los015 and that the
waste water and foul sewage network have sufficient
capacity for this site. I strongly disagree with this
statement. As mentioned above, sewage has always
been a problem since we have lived here. Anglian
Water has dug up the road and did the best they can,
but we still experience problems at times with sewage
smells. Plus down the end of the road, 7 Wisbech Rd
has to have the sewage pipe attended to three or four
times a year. You also stated the Carriageway and
Footway are adequate and the frontage appears wide
enough with required junction and sufficient visibility.
We disagree. To walk across the bridge safely, you only
have room to walk single file. Also with the heavy

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs Antony Barnes & Collee

Officer Comment:
Anglian Water identifies that the foul sewerage network
would need upgrading to accommodate the site, but
that is equally true of all preferred sites in Long Sutton.
Anglian Water also identifies that sustainable drainage
systems should be required for all sites in the Plan Area.
Given the size of the site a drainage strategy is likely to
be required as part of the planning application which
should demonstrate how surface water will be managed
on site so that the risk off site will not be increased. The
Environment Agency identifies that all the site is within
Flood Zone 3a, and the majority of the site is within
flood hazard in 2115 ‘danger for most’, and flood depth
in 2115 ‘0.25-0.5m’, therefore it is one of the most
sequentially preferable sites in terms of flood risk in
Long Sutton. A Flood Risk Assessment will be required to
ensure that through development the risk on and off
site, up and downstream will be no worse as a
consequence of development, this is likely to include
mitigation measures identified in the Long Sutton
Housing Papers. The Highways Authority identifies that
‘Los015 should be developed with a comprehensive
road layout with access onto both Seagate Road and
Wisbech Road. The eastern boundary of Los015 (where
the bridge is) has a long frontage onto Wisbech Road so
a junction with the prescribed visibility splays should be
capable of being provided along that frontage’. The
Highways Authority identifies that ‘the carriageway and
footway on Wisbech Road are adequate to serve
residential development on this site. The frontage
appears wide enough to accommodate the required
junction and has sufficient visibility. It is inevitable that
the development of this site would change the outlook
of existing nearby dwellings, but this is equally true of all
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vehicles coming over the bridge (both ways), we feel
putting a junction that close to the bridge would be
quite dangerous. Comments relating to our dwelling:
Some of the problems we foresee pertaining to our
property. Because our property is closely adjacent to
your proposed building sites the following are a major
concern to us:
Overlooking/loss of privacy
Loss of light or overshadowing
Visual amenity may be compromised. The new housing
development needs to be sympathetic to existing
homes and green areas in the area. i.e. two story
houses versus bungalows, green spaces between
homes... landscaping.
Added noise and disturbances
Additional Smells from sewage
Traffic Noise and construction noise
Construction mess (i.e. mud on roads making it slippery
and dangerous unless cleared every day)
Comments relating to community of Long Sutton:
Infrastructure of entire Long Sutton Area: Your
proposed housing plan could bring in upwards of 1,600
additional people in this area. This will bring in added
problems to the community. I've listed a few:
Employment for people purchasing the homes
Additional Police for crime going up.
Play areas for children
Services: Surgery, Schools, Roads
We feel the proposed housing numbers are too many
for Long Sutton.

alternative sites. At the time of a planning application,
the layout and design of a scheme would be carefully
scrutinised to minimise overlooking and privacy loss and
to ensure that an appropriate standard of residential
amenity is maintained. Any new development of 11 or
more dwellings would be expected to provide for
recreational open space/play areas to meet the needs of
its residents; given the size of this development it is
expected that this would be provided on site, which
would provide additional open space in this part of Long
Sutton. Planning conditions are used to ensure that no
harm would be caused during construction to
neighbouring dwellings. The potential employment sites
in Long Sutton cover 9.3ha; this is considered to be a
suitable amount of land to provide jobs for residents
who may choose to live and work in the Long Sutton
area, and should appropriately complement the delivery
of 580 new dwellings over the plan period. The Local
Plan will have to demonstrate how arising infrastructure
needs will be met, and these matters will be dealt with
in later versions of the document and the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The County
Education Department has commented that there is no
capacity at the primary school at the present time, and
there is limited capacity to expand. An additional three
classrooms would be required; additional playing field
land would be required to enable the primary school to
expand. There is limited secondary capacity from 20162018, additional capacity would be required but The
Peele School has sufficient land to expand. There is a
lack of capacity at sixth form level at University
Academy Holbeach. A study will be required to identify
the nature of the buildings to be delivered at each level
and will be phased to be meet requirements and will be
dependent on school needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
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local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. Where appropriate planning conditions and/or
developer contributions may be used to help provide for
the infrastructure needed to mitigate the impact of a
new development on the community.
ID1:

1297

comment_content:
Los023 would adjoin Long Sutton Conservation Area to
the north. Further assessment is required to determine
the impact on the significance of these heritage assets.

comment_author:

Historic England

Officer Comment:
Los023 adjoins Long Sutton Conservation Area and, with
careful layout, design and choice of materials it is
considered that impacts are likely to be acceptable
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ID1:

1298

comment_content:
I attended a meeting in the Market House in Long
Sutton last Monday evening, where Mr Gary Alexander
came to explain and aid the consultation process. As a
resident of Long Sutton, I feel that this large village has
reached its maximum capacity in houses, and
consequently in people. The general objection is a lack
of infrastructure (especially schools, Medical amenities,
road, green areas etc) is a very valid point.
My main objection concerns Lot 030,Lot 015 and Lot
012 as I live in The Cherries off Seagate Road. From the
map of proposed sites, it is obvious that for Lot015 and
in particular Lot 030 the only access to these plots is via
Seagate Road and / or Wisbech Road. - Seagate Road
would appear to be a non starter, the road is only wide
enough for 2 cars and as lorries ( delivering to The Spa
and others taking a short cut ) to pass need to leave the
road onto the green verge - In places it means there is
not a safe footpath to use. - The road would be made
unsafe especially at peak times. - As far as can be seen
the road cannot be widened without encroaching on
the footpath or residence gardens. - It would be a
'nightmare' if they were to envisage making an exit on
this road. - There is a dangerous bend by Warwick
Concrete Works, where the road narrows further,
leading into a junction with Lancaster Drive which is in
continual use day and night as a turning point for Spa
delivery lorries and customers. - Warwick Cement has
sand deliveries, it's own delivery lorry, waste disposal,
etc, all exiting onto this dangerous narrow bend. - I can
see that access from the A17 is not feasible as the
amount of continuous heavy traffic.( only an entrance
for emergency vehicles would be possible) - Another
problem could be the ongoing problems in the sewage

comment_author:

A N Newman-Smith

Officer Comment:
The Local Plan will have to demonstrate how arising
infrastructure needs will be met, and these matters will
be dealt with in later versions of the document and the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The
County Education Department has commented that
there is no capacity at the primary school at the present
time, and there is limited capacity to expand. An
additional three classrooms would be required;
additional playing field land would be required to enable
the primary school to expand. There is limited secondary
capacity from 2016-2018, additional capacity would be
required but The Peele School has sufficient land to
expand. There is a lack of capacity at sixth form level at
University Academy Holbeach. A study will be required
to identify the nature of the buildings to be delivered at
each level and will be phased to be meet requirements
and will be dependent on school needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. Any new development of 11 or more dwellings
would be expected to provide for recreational open
space/play areas to meet the needs of its residents;
given the size of this development it is expected that
this would be provided on site, which would provide
additional open space in this part of Long Sutton. Where
appropriate planning conditions and/or developer
contributions may be used to help provide for the
infrastructure needed to mitigate the impact of a new
development on the community. the Highways
Authority identifies that ‘Los015 should be developed
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system serving the houses opposite the 'Ship Pub' and
the general area. - Along Seagate Road there is also a
drain which appears to feed into another one behind
Lancaster Drive which would create another problem . A turning opposite the entrance to Colsuan Gardens,
would increase the volume using that small part of the
road (especially as it is near a Post box in daily use) The 2 shops on the corner of Seagate Road narrow the
entrance to the road not helped by the amount of
parked cars creating a hazard at busy times. - To take
into account there are overhead power and telephone
lines long the proposed site side of Seagate Road which
would have to relocated. I see there is probably a need
for more housing in the area ( although the people
likely to purchase are young people with families or
retired couples, but in their own ways creating more
problems) but feel the Lots 030, 015 & 012 are not
suitable or feasible.

with a comprehensive road layout with access onto both
Seagate Road and Wisbech Road. The eastern boundary
of Los015 (where the bridge is) has a long frontage onto
Wisbech Road so a junction with the prescribed visibility
splays should be capable of being provided along that
frontage’. The Highways Authority have not identified
that the development of Los015 would generate any
adverse impacts on traffic movements or highways
safety in the area. Anglian Water identifies that the foul
sewerage network would need upgrading to
accommodate the site, but that is equally true of all
preferred sites in Long Sutton. It is accepted that
overhead power lines and other infrastructure may
need re-routing or undergrounding to enable
development to take place.
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ID1:

1299

comment_content:
Proposed 550 house development in Long Sutton. I
oppose this proposal for the following reasons. The
town has a special character and this will be diluted by
another 2000 ,approx, people joining the area in such a
short time.The doctors already have a wait time of 3
weeks and they cannot get new doctors to come to this
area, or stay here. The schools are full and cannot take
all the children now living in the area. The present
schools are landlocked so they cannot expand any
further. The road infrastructure is not able to take the
extra traffic, created by the 1000 cars expected from
this development (based on 2 cars per household). The
bus service is being cut by the County Council. There is
no large industry to create jobs in this area, and small
business are family run.

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs Ashton

Officer Comment:
The CCG’s have commented that currently there is some
capacity at the local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate
additional patients, however County wide there is an
increasing shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare
staff which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. The County Education Department has
commented that there is no capacity at the primary
school at the present time, and there is limited capacity
to expand. An additional three classrooms would be
required; additional playing field land would be required
to enable the primary school to expand. There is limited
secondary capacity from 2016-2018, additional capacity
would be required but The Peele School has sufficient
land to expand. There is a lack of capacity at sixth form
level at University Academy Holbeach. A study will be
required to identify the nature of the buildings to be
delivered at each level and will be phased to be meet
requirements and will be dependent on school needs.
The Highways Authority have not identified that the
proposed level of housing development would generate
any adverse impacts on traffic movements or highways
safety in the area. Public transport provision is not a
Local Plan matter. The potential employment sites in
Long Sutton cover 9.3ha; this is considered to be a
suitable amount of land to provide jobs for residents
who may choose to live and work in the Long Sutton
area, and should appropriately complement the delivery
of 580 new dwellings over the plan period.
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ID1:

1300

comment_content:
LOS 023 is owned by Allen's Charity and GED 14 is
owned by Phillips Charity. The Trustees of both
charities have instructed us to inform you that they
wish both parcels of land to be withdrawn from the
Assessment process as Allocations for Residential
Development.

ID1:

1302

comment_content:
of Glendale, Station Road, Long Sutton, PE12 9BS I wish
to make representation with regard to allocation of
new housing sites within Long Sutton. I attach a
location plan indicating a potential development site
which is considered suitable for residential use. As you
will see from the plan the proposed site is located
directly off Station Road and is under the ownership of
T.M. & S. Ward who reside at the adjoining property
Glendale. At approx. 1.4 acres the suit would offer a
medium scale of development and also has the
potential to serve additional land to the east ( currently
being considered in the SHLAA. Site access is
satisfactory and mains services are readily available in
Station Road.

comment_author:

Geoffrey Collins & Co

Officer Comment:
Confirmation that Los023 is no longer available is noted.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
Los023 is not one of the more suitable Potential
Housing Sites in Long Sutton and should not be taken
forward as a Preferred Option Housing Allocation.

Mr A Finch

Officer Comment:
This has been registered as Los046 in the SHLAA.
Los046 is 0.7ha and could accommodate 14 dwellings at
20dph.
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ID1:

1303

comment_content:
LOS 006, 009, 019 and 020:
Policy 3 (1) - Size, scale, layout, density and impact on
the amenity The above 4 proposed areas of land are
noted to indicate that a development here would be
'considered suitable as a combined site'. The 'site
capacity from planning permissions' for the combined
site would therefore be a total of 356 dwellings. I
recognise that the details noted in Policy 3 would be
dealt with prior to the granting of planning permission.
However, I already have concerns about the (1) size,
scale, layout, density and impact on the amenity.
Adding that number of dwellings to any location will
have a significant impact on the character and
residential amenity of the neighbourhood, it impairs
the visual impact and risks the loss of privacy. In
addition this would suggest high density housing and
over- development of this single site which is
completely out of scale with any other similar
development in Long Sutton. Policy 3(4) - Access and
vehicle generation levels It is noted that 'there is a wide
access available to Station Road/Cowpers Gate
between two dwellings. Visibility on the traffic
approach side is satisfactory. Visibility to the south is
over the frontages of adjacent dwellings and could be
compromised' As a long-time resident of Station Road, I
have a serious concern about the effective
management of traffic in this area at present. The
access being discussed here is in the 40mph section of
this road, and with limited visibility already recognised,
and the proposed volume of additional traffic accessing
the proposed development, this is a dangerous solution
and is likely to be a high risk area for traffic and
pedestrians alike. There has already been a strength of

comment_author:

Traci Edwards

Officer Comment:
The SHLAA identifies that ‘the site is one of four that
provide a suitable combined site that has development
on three sides’ therefore new housing would form a
natural extension to the town. The design of new
development should ensure that any new housing
complements and adds to the character of the town. It
is inevitable that the development of this site would
change the outlook of existing nearby dwellings, but this
is equally true of all alternative sites. At the time of a
planning application, the layout and design of a scheme
would be carefully scrutinised to minimise overlooking,
noise and privacy loss. The identified site capacity is 20
to the hectare which is not considered to be out of scale
with other development in Long Sutton, although the
scale of the site may be larger than more recent
developments have been. The Highways Authority
identifies that ‘Los019 appears to be accessible from the
turning area at the end of Lancaster Drive although
there may be a ransom strip. The site could be accessed
through Los006 and Los020 where provision should be
made to complete the road to the site boundary; Site
Los020 may be accessible from Dunlin Drive although
not solely and there may be a ransom strip. The site
could be accessed through Los006 and provision should
be made to the site boundary of Los019; a wide access
to Los006 is available to Station Road/Cowpers Gate
between two dwellings. Visibility on the traffic approach
side is satisfactory. Visibility to the south is over the
frontages of adjacent dwellings and could be
compromised. Provision should be made to Los009 and
Los020; site Los009 is accessible through Los006 where
provision should be made to complete the road to the
site boundary.’ It appears that satisfactory access can be
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local feeling about the impact of the use of Station
Road as a cut-through by haulage firms. The turn out
onto the A17 is highly congested by cars and lorries,
particularly at key times early in the morning and
during the school run. Additional traffic queuing at that
location will cause a significant impact along Station
Road, creating congestion for the roads leading into this
main route into Long Sutton. There is a risk here to the
safety and convenience of the highway and its users.
The South East Lincolnshire Local Plan itself comments
on the fact that travel to work in South Holland is 10%
higher than the national usage, and my comment here
would be to ask why we are adding additional pressure
to the local roads. I accept that economic growth is
predicted, but to quote your own report 'growth in the
area is expected to remain slow in the early part of the
Local Plan period.' In addition, with the average house
price at £152,000 and median wages in South Holland
at £22,274, (Peterborough Sub-Region Strategic
Housing Market Assessment 2015 Update Report) it is
likely that 'some in-commuting will continue for a
proportion of the skilled labour force' as local salaries
will not support local house purchases. In summary, the
proposed owners or renters of the planned properties
are unlikely to be working locally and will therefore be
adding to the traffic volumes on roads in South Holland.
As all the notes on the South East Lincolnshire Land
Availability Assessment Long Sutton seem to suggest
that the route through LOS006 is the single access
point, I am unable to offer a suitable alternative here,
apart from to restate concerns about the volume of
traffic versus safety in our immediate community.
Policy 3(6) - Impact upon neighbouring land uses by
reason of noise, odour, disturbance or visual intrusion.
The proposed development would be situated
immediately behind a number of established dwellings.

achieved, although this may not be as straightforward as
for other sites. It is inevitable that new development will
generate additional vehicle movements to places of
employment or to shops and services. The identification
of about 9.3ha of employment land in the Long
Sutton/Sutton Bridge area may help encourage more
sustainable transport options or shorter car journeys.
The Highways Authority have raised no objection to the
level of housing identified for Long Sutton on the
highways network or highways safety. The South East
Lincolnshire Employment Land Review identifies that
the Plan Area is relatively self contained in terms of
workforce, with a relatively small amount of in and out
commuting. It is anticipated that this is likely to continue
particularly in the short-medium term. Planning
conditions are used to ensure that no harm would be
caused during construction to neighbouring dwellings.
Each of the sites could be viable individually although
given the information available relating to access a
combined site would help manage this issue. The
majority of the site is within Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard
in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for most’, and flood
depth in 2115 is classified as ‘0.5-1.0m’, although site
Los009 is within Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is
classified as ‘danger for most’, and flood depth in 2115
is classified as ‘1.0-2.0m’, one of the least sequentially
preferable sites in Long Sutton. The National Planning
Policy Framework requires that each Local Plan area
provides enough land to meet its housing needs in the
short and long term for market and affordable housing.
Job growth and/or economic forecasts are only one
factor that is taken into account when assessing housing
need; the National Planning Practice Guidance identifies
that local housing need should also be based on
household and population projections (taking account of
migration and demographic change), the scale and mix
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Notwithstanding that it is not the responsibility of the
Council to manage the behaviour of any resident, the
number of proposed homes, families, pets and cars in
that location will significantly affect the noise
disturbance and visual intrusion experienced by those
with property immediately behind or facing the
development. As it is significantly larger than any
surrounding development, it will be intrusive and
intimidating to those already resident. The impact of
the actual building work should also be taken into
consideration. With such a large project, the disruption
will last for longer as the building work will naturally be
on a much larger scale than other potential smaller
sites. If the viability of these 4 sites is only as a
combined site, the impact of such a large development
should not be underestimated. As previously noted, the
plans suggest that access through LOS006 is the single
route and therefore looking again at these sites as
individual possible locations may not be viable. Policy
4 - Strategic Approach to Flood Risk 'Major
development shall be located in areas at the lowest
hazard or probability of flooding and shall not, in itself,
increase flood risk.' All of the proposed sites have a
'Zone 3a Danger for most 0.50m to 1.0m' This would
indicate their unsuitability for development from
agricultural land to housing. I am concerned about the
balance of market and affordable housing on such a
large scale development and the impact on the socioeconomic profile of the town. With limited economic
growth planned for the immediate future, there is a risk
that either the rate of affordable housing to market
properties will be increased to satisfy an immediate
requirement, or that market housing will remain
unsold, creating a single, partially occupied,
unappealing, out-of-character development in this
town.

of housing and the range of tenures that is likely to be
needed in the housing market area over the plan period
– and should cater for the housing demand of the area
and identify the scale of housing supply necessary to
meet that demand. Therefore it is not accepted that the
level of housing proposed will create an imbalance
between market and affordable properties
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ID1:

1304

comment_content:
I oppose the proposed plans that have been submitted
because I feel that in the present state the local
amenities couldn't deal with that amount of extra
people who would be using them. I also believe that
the amount of development would seriously
undermine the drainage system and would put the local
area in risk of flooding. I also believe that the local
employment isn't sufficient enough even in the present
state to support local school leavers let alone with the
extra population that this development would bring.

comment_author:

Mr Jonathan Tyler

Officer Comment:
The Local Plan will have to demonstrate how arising
infrastructure needs will be met, and these matters will
be dealt with in later versions of the document and the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan that will accompany it.
Anglian Water has commented that the foul sewerage
network would require upgrading for all of the sites and
that all developments should seek to reduce flood risk
and incorporate Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS).
The potential employment sites in Long Sutton cover
9.3ha; this is considered to be a suitable amount of land
to provide jobs for residents who may choose to live and
work in the Long Sutton area, and should appropriately
complement the delivery of 580 new dwellings over the
plan period.
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ID1:

1305

comment_content:
Any housing development on the proposed 'Station
Rd/Spring Gardens' site would impact the existing
residents in that area- increased traffic on narrow
roads, increased people in a small town with limited
shops, parking, schools, and services. 'Spring Gardens' is
a nice quiet sheltered elderly persons estate. Any new
housing estate next door would ruin quality of life for
these residents e.g. noise, young children, etc and
where would the access roads to the proposed
development be; through the Sheltered Housing
estate? If this development where to go ahead there
would be virtually no green/ recreational areas in the
south of Long Sutton, with one estate butted-up the to
other, without a thought to open areas for people in
this area, where is the balanced Town Planning there?
with all the open areas in the north of the town, and
virtually nothing in the south It would be like turning a
small country town into a metropolis, and it would
quickly lose its character. I oppose this development!

comment_author:

Mr R Edwards

Officer Comment:
The Highways Authority identifies that ‘Los019 appears
to be accessible from the turning area at the end of
Lancaster Drive although there may be a ransom strip.
The site could be accessed through Los006 and Los020
where provision should be made to complete the road
to the site boundary; Site Los020 may be accessible
from Dunlin Drive although not solely and there may be
a ransom strip. The site could be accessed through
Los006 and provision should be made to the site
boundary of Los019; a wide access to Los006 is available
to Station Road/Cowpers Gate between two dwellings.
Visibility on the traffic approach side is satisfactory.
Visibility to the south is over the frontages of adjacent
dwellings and could be compromised. Provision should
be made to Los009 and Los020; site Los009 is accessible
through Los006 where provision should be made to
complete the road to the site boundary.’ It appears that
satisfactory access can be achieved, although this may
not be as straightforward as for other sites. After Boston
and Spalding, the Sustainability of Settlements ranks
Long Sutton as the second most sustainable settlement
to reflect the good level of shops and services available
in the town. The Local Plan will have to demonstrate
how arising infrastructure needs will be met, and these
matters will be dealt with in later versions of the
document and the Infrastructure Delivery Plan that will
accompany it. The County Education Department has
commented that there is no capacity at the primary
school at the present time, and there is limited capacity
to expand. An additional three classrooms would be
required; additional playing field land would be required
to enable the primary school to expand. There is limited
secondary capacity from 2016-2018, additional capacity
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would be required but The Peele School has sufficient
land to expand. There is a lack of capacity at sixth form
level at University Academy Holbeach. A study will be
required to identify the nature of the buildings to be
delivered at each level and will be phased to be meet
requirements and will be dependent on school needs.
The National Planning Policy Framework states that
planning can play ‘an important role in facilitating social
interaction and creating healthy, inclusive communities’
and aims to ‘achieve places which promote
opportunities for meetings between members of the
community who might not otherwise come into contact
with each other’. The design of new development
should help ensure that any new housing site is wellintegrated with existing neighbourhoods although this
does not necessarily mean that new development will
replicate the existing. Any new development of 11 or
more dwellings would be expected to provide for
recreational open space/play areas to meet the needs of
its residents; given the size of this development it is
expected that this would be provided on site, which
would provide additional open space in this part of Long
Sutton. The design of new development should ensure
that any new housing complements and adds to the
character of the town.
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ID1:

1306

comment_content:
I attended the consultation meeting at Long Sutton on
the 15.02.16 and would make the following points: I
live along Seagate Road where a potential development
site has been identified building between Seagate Road
and the Wisbech Road & I would draw your attention to
the following issues.
1. Access from the Wisbech Road. The A1101 Wisbech
Road is as far as I'm aware still a trunk road and still
carries not only the main volume of traffic between
Long Sutton and Wisbech but the majority of
commercial HGV traffic travelling to and from Princes
food factory. I believe access to the development from
this road would not be safe and would carry a high
collision/accident risk. 2. Access from Seagate Road.
Travelling from the Old A17 (near the Spar Shop) along
Seagate Road there are already two junctions (with
Lancaster Drive & Colsuan Gardens as well as access to
a commercial premises ( Warrick's concrete products)
another junction along this stretch would increase the
danger of accidents. Access from the A17 bypass.
Seagate Road is more or less the same as it was 50
years ago when it was a little used lane from the old
A17 into the countryside with no major vehicular
traffic. Since the bypass was built more and more traffic
uses Seagate road to get to the Lancaster drive &
Colsuan Gardens developments. This has led to a
significant erosion in the road to the extent that
oncoming vehicles have to go through the ruts on the
side and onto the verge in order to pass safely the
pedestrian path that services the houses is also in poor
repair. This road would need a significant upgrade to
carry the traffic that a new development would attract.
In summary, whilst I accept that here will be a case for

comment_author:

Mr Phil Ward

Officer Comment:
The Highways Authority identifies that ‘Los015 should
be developed with a comprehensive road layout with
access onto both Seagate Road and Wisbech Road. The
eastern boundary of Los015 (where the bridge is) has a
long frontage onto Wisbech Road so a junction with the
prescribed visibility splays should be capable of being
provided along that frontage’. The Highways Authority
have not indicated that traffic from this development
would have an adverse impact on highways safety or
have any adverse impact on traffic accessing the A17.
The Highways Authority identifies that ‘Seagate Road is
wide enough for two vehicles to pass.’ The scale of
housing growth proposed for Long Sutton took account
of many issues, including: the findings of the South East
Lincolnshire Assessment of Settlements & their
Sustainability Credentials (June 2015); the population of
the parish; the local rate of housing growth between
1976 and 2011; population and household projections
and the local availability of land at lower risk of flooding.
After Boston and Spalding, the Sustainability of
Settlements ranks Long Sutton as the second most
sustainable settlement to reflect the good level of shops
and services available in the town, therefore provision
of about 560 dwellings is considered appropriate. The
potential employment sites in Long Sutton cover 9.3ha;
this is considered to be a suitable amount of land to
provide jobs for residents who may choose to live and
work in the Long Sutton area, and should appropriately
complement the delivery of 580 new dwellings over the
plan period.
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increased house building in Long Sutton, if only to
house the organic growth of the existing community I
do not believe it needs the numbers mentioned at the
meeting. There is in insufficient safe access options to
service access roads for the proposed Seagate Road
development. Environmentally housing should be
developed to the conurbations which will realistically
increase the opportunities for future increased
employment.
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ID1:

1307

comment_content:
I would like to offer my comments and opinions about
the land earmarked for development in Long Sutton.
1. We have only just had a new development (Anfield
Road). This development was poorly managed on many
fronts. Lime Walk verges were destroyed by having up
to 18 heavy goods vehicles queueing up to access the
site for deliveries. The council have made it worse by
trying to repair it, and meanwhile we are left to live
with it.
2. This land is on the flood plain. The development of
Anfield Road (opposite my property) has resulted in
more water running into my driveway during prolonged
rainfall. If the land behind my property is developed, I
consider my property to be at greater risk of flooding. If
anything did happen, doubtless the council would not
want to get involved.
3. The "social housing" on Anfield Road was not
allocated to local people. We had an influx from
elsewhere, and there have been issues which have
caused me to contact the police.
4. The emergency services are already stretched to
breaking point. On one occasion when I called the
police to report unsociable actions, I had to call three
times, as after nearly an hour we had no response.
When I called the final time , I was informed that there
was no available resource to respond. When I asked
them not to bother, as I would go and deal with it
myself, they kindly offered to come out and arrest me if
I caused any trouble. They never managed to explain
how they would do this with no available resource.
When I finally spoke to an officer (by visiting the police
station in Holbeach between the hours of 10.00 and
16.00), and officer told me there was only two patrol

comment_author:

Tony Lister

Officer Comment:
The current condition of Lime Walk, including any
repairs is the responsibility of Lincolnshire County
Council (the Highways Authority). Los008 is within Flood
Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for
most’, and flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘0.5-1.0m’
not the most sequentially preferable site but with less
risk than some other sites in Long Sutton and Los026 is
within Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is classified
as ‘danger for most’, and flood depth in 2115 is
classified as ‘0.5-1.0m’, one of the most sequentially
preferable sites in Long Sutton. A Flood Risk Assessment
would be required with a planning application to show
how flood risk will be mitigated in line with guidance in
the Long Sutton Housing Papers. Anglian Water has
commented that the capacity of the surface water
network has major constraints, and that all
developments should seek to reduce flood risk and
incorporate Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) which
should help reduce surface water run-off from the new
development and manage it on site. All of the properties
in the new Anfield Road development are occupied,
indicating a demand for properties of that type and
price. However the Local Plan cannot control who
buys/rents properties. The design of new development
will have to ensure that crime, the fear of crime and antisocial behaviour is minimised. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met, and these matters will be dealt with in later
versions of the document and the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The Highways
Authority identifies that ‘access from Lime Walk could
be achieved but the existing frontage footway and
surface water drainage would need to be extended to
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cars covering approximately 400 square miles in the
evening and at night. The fire service are already
covering 500+ calls a year (both fire and rescue and coresponder calls combined).
5. The Anfield Road exit would be directly opposite the
proposed entry road of the new development. This
would create a traffic hazard with a crossroads on an
already busy road, where very few vehicles sticking to
the 30 mph limit.
6. My property borders this proposed entry route. It d s
not seem wide enough to accommodate two way
traffic (and yes I do not want all these vehicle driving
down alongside my reasonably quiet garden.
7. I do not want new properties overlooking my
property. I purchased my property with beautiful views
across open fields. I do not want this ruined.
8. Lime Walk road is in a poor state of repair, and
increased traffic would only make this worse. It is only a
minor road.
9. Trees were cut down as a result of Anfield Road
development, and only two were planted as
replacements. More trees will need to be removed for
this possible new development. I would like these
comments and points to be taken into consideration as
an objection in general to such a large proposal for
Long Sutton as a whole, and specifically in relation to
the proposal for the land off Lime Walk.

the site. Ideally there should be a vehicular connection
to Los026 and Anfield Road/Magpie Close.’ It appears a
satisfactory and straightforward access and transport
solution can be achieved. It is inevitable that the
development of this site would change the outlook of
existing nearby dwellings, but this is equally true of all
alternative sites. At the time of a planning application,
the layout and design of a scheme would be carefully
scrutinised to minimise overlooking and privacy loss.
Trees exist along the western boundary of Los008 and in
the adjoining gardens – none are protected – good
design should ensure that any adverse impacts are
minimised by careful layout or replacements planted
through the development. Care would be taken to
ensure that there are no adverse impacts upon trees in
neighbouring gardens.
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ID1:

1308

comment_content:
I am writing to you to put forward my objections to the
proposed plans for additional housing in Long Sutton
that have been put forward. My objections are centred
on two key areas of concern;
(1) how it will affect me personally and
(2) how I believe it will affect the town community.
Both of these concerns are looked in further detail
below and will be grateful if you can respond to the
questions listed within these areas:
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENTS:
Personal Impact - The areas that will have a direct
impact on me personally are lot Ged014/Ged001 and
Lut011. - Should these lots be developed I will lose the
rural views at the back of my property. The reason why
I moved to Long Sutton (and my property in particular)
was for privacy, the rural setting, and to enjoy the quiet
village life. These proposals will ruin this way of life and
will tempt me to consider moving out of the village
altogether. - I am concerned that the impact of
properties will also my property namely the impact on
light into house. - My property is also home to a variety
of local fauna and I believe that this will be lost if these
properties are developed. - The road adjacent to me is
heavily used and I worried that such proposals will only
add to the congestion as well as the noise. I am also
concerned about my own personal safety because
vehicles will increase the likelihood of any accident. - I
am also concerned about the negative impacts that
large housing can bring namely crime and a
compromise on privacy.
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENTS: Impact on the Town's
Community - The points put forward by local planner
Gary Alexander included an argument for affordable

comment_author:

Mrs L Pears

Officer Comment:
It is inevitable that the development of this site would
change the outlook of existing nearby dwellings, but this
is equally true of all alternative sites. At the time of a
planning application, the layout and design of a scheme
would be carefully scrutinised to minimise overlooking
and privacy loss and to ensure all residents have an
appropriate standard of amenity and light. Property
prices are not a planning matter. The SHLAA identifies
that the site ‘will not have adverse impacts on natural,
built or historic assets’ however should the site be taken
forward, a Phase 1 Habitat Survey may be required to
identify the presence/absence of biodiversity interests
on the site, to address any adverse impacts associated
with the site’s proximity to The Shrubberies Local
Wildlife Site and to identify whether further surveys will
be required, such as for protected species. The
Highways Authority identifies that Ged001 could be
accessed off Gedney Road; for Ged014 ‘it may be
possible to provide a safe access onto Gedney Road but
because it is close to a bend visibility may be
compromised. Therefore it would be preferable if the
site was accessed via Ged001’ and for Lut011 that
‘vehicular access could be difficult. The access onto Lime
Walk is directly opposite Anfield Road and would form a
crossroads with it. It would be preferable if access could
be formed to Gedney Road or from Ged001.’ The
Highways Authority has not indicated that there are any
existing adverse impacts from congestion, noise or air
pollution or highways safety in the locality that would be
exacerbated through new development. The design of
new development will have to ensure that the amenity
of existing and future residents is acceptable, and that
crime and the fear of crime is minimised. It is therefore
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housing. Whilst we will always appreciate making
houses more affordable my belief is that this has been
ill-conceived. Why provide affordable housing if you
cannot provide more local jobs? How are young people
supposed to buy a house if they cannot find the work?
Also if you are removing agricultural land are you not
removing the work too!? - There has also been no
motive behind why these properties should be
developed specifically in Long Sutton. The housing
market here is not nearly as buoyant as the nearby
towns of Kings Lynn and Spalding for example and
properties appear to be much slower to sell; the ecohomes along Gedney Road being a case in point. - If
there are more people going to be living in Long Sutton
this will mean that will be more demand for (and
currently overwhelmed) local services such schools,
healthcare, and green spaces such as parks and
playgrounds. Your proposals show no indication that
these areas will be addressed. - The A17 was
constructed for the purpose of deviating traffic away
from the villages of Little and Long Sutton. Should these
proposals move forward this traffic will return once
more and will have a negative impact on public safety
namely pedestrians and cyclists. There have been no
proposals put forward to suggest how these areas will
be addressed nor have there been any suggestion that
moves in favour using public transit rather than relying
on the car. - Long Sutton's identity as a quiet, rural
market town will be tarnished if all of these proposals
move forward. The historical character of the town is
an important aspect of the communities well-being
¦we like the way it looks! I believe a wider concern of
the community is not just the quantity of houses being
proposed but also how they will look. There is no
indication to suggest that these properties will preserve
the character of the town. - In addition to the towns

not accepted that large scale developments generate
crime. The potential employment sites in Long Sutton
cover 9.3ha; this is considered to be a suitable amount
of land to provide jobs for residents who may choose to
live and work in the Long Sutton area, and should
appropriately complement the delivery of 580 new
dwellings over the plan period. The scale of housing
growth proposed for Long Sutton took account of many
issues, including: the findings of the South East
Lincolnshire Assessment of Settlements & their
Sustainability Credentials (June 2015); the population of
the parish; population and household projections, the
local rate of housing growth between 1976 and 2011;
the availability of employment land, and the local
availability of land at lower risk of flooding. In Long
Sutton the availability of land at a lower risk of flooding
was a main factor. This helps to justify why the level of
housing proposed for Long Sutton is lower than
Spalding. The housing need for King’s Lynn is a matter
for that Local Plan. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met, and these matters will be dealt with in later
versions of the document and the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The County
Education Department has commented that there is no
capacity at the primary school at the present time, and
there is limited capacity to expand. An additional three
classrooms would be required; additional playing field
land would be required to enable the primary school to
expand. There is limited secondary capacity from 20162018, additional capacity would be required but The
Peele School has sufficient land to expand. There is a
lack of capacity at sixth form level at University
Academy Holbeach. A study will be required to identify
the nature of the buildings to be delivered at each level
and will be phased to be meet requirements and will be
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historical character the proposals put forward give no
indication about the environmental impacts or
opportunities. Long Sutton's more recent identity has
be largely defined by a strong focus on environmental
strategies namely the preservation the local flora and
fauna, small developments that adhere to eco-friendly
policies (which I believe work with the quiet, rural
identity), and an aggressive recycling scheme. The
proposals jeopardise this identity because no
supporting framework has been presented and there is
also no information that looks at how these proposed
properties will have an impact on localised flooding.
The question here is if these proposals are inevitable
what are the policies that will be placed on the
developer to ensure that he or she provides properties
that adhere to this identity? Will there be a
requirement to meet the criteria set-out in BREEAM for
example? In summary I believe that the community
share a view that should all of these properties are to
be built we will effectively become a commuter town.
We are aware that jobs are limited here so this will
inevitably mean that people will be travelling to nearby
towns and cities. So not only will there be more
congestion and noise on our roads we will also be
forced to accept changes in our social infrastructure.
The proposals presented are too light on context and
do not provide us with any confidence that this will
benefit the town and the community.

dependent on school needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. Provision of amenity greenspace and children’s
play space meets local needs but schemes of 11 or more
dwellings may be required to provide open space as part
of new development. Developer contributions may be
sought to help address any adverse impacts upon local
infrastructure. Public transport provision is not a Local
Plan matter although Long Sutton has a good bus service
to Spalding and King’s Lynn during the day. Although
Long Sutton has a historic core the properties that
adjoin these sites are late 20th century; even so the
design of new development should ensure that any new
housing complements and adds to the character of the
surrounding area. Ged001 is within Flood Zone 3a, flood
hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for most’, and
flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘1-2m’ not the least
sequentially preferable site but with more risk than
other sites in Long Sutton; Ged014 is within Flood Zone
3a, flood hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for
most’, and flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘1-2m’ one
of the least sequentially preferable sites in Long Sutton
and Lut011 is within Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115
is classified as ‘danger for most’, and flood depth in
2115 is classified as ‘1-2.0m’ one of the least
sequentially preferable sites in Long Sutton. BREEAM is
no longer required by national policy.
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ID1:

1309

comment_content:
In response to your public consultation meeting held in
Long Sutton this week we would wish to fully endorse
the opposition to this plan as it stands. We understand
there are already areas of land which have not been
developed in Long Sutton despite being granted outline
planning, surely these should be developed before any
new planning is considered or permitted. There has
been no guarantee these areas would be developed
first, especially brown field sites. Our existing services
in health and education are at full capacity. It is a
struggle to get an appointment at the Drs - we have
heard of people having to wait two weeks We have
seen no advance planning to build new schools,
sewerage works or health centres which would be
required before over 300 new homes are built in this
area. Where would it all be built is the next question
We have lived on Garnsgate Road since 1971 and no
new employer has emerged to offer new jobs in any
quantity to this village, or surrounding area to promote
the need for new housing on the scale envisaged.
Where in this locality is there land available to
encourage firms, however big or small to start up a
business. It would have to be somewhere away from
the populated areas as none of the roads in the
immediate area are suitable to take heavy traffic. Or
are you expecting this to be a dormitory town and
everyone will drive to Lynn, Spalding or Peterborough.
Traffic is only going to increase too if Lincs County
Council cut the bus subsidies in rural areas. Is the A17
going to be upgraded at all as it is now struggling with
cope with the traffic. Also this area is supposed to be in
a high risk flood area, from the sea and the rivers,
which is supposed to get worse as global warning g s on

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs J Back and Mr & Mrs S

Officer Comment:
There is planning permission for 160 dwellings in Long
Sutton. It is accepted that it is preferable to develop
these sites first, but such sites are not coming forward at
the rate required to meet Long Sutton’s housing needs
so additional sites will need to be identified. It is
accepted that it is preferable to develop previouslydeveloped sites, but such sites are not available in
sufficient numbers to meet Long Sutton’s housing
needs. The CCG’s have commented that currently there
is some capacity at the local GP surgery(ies) to
accommodate additional patients, however County wide
there is an increasing shortage of GP’s, nurses and other
healthcare staff which could affect future capacity
should demand increase. The County Education
Department has commented that there is no capacity at
the primary school at the present time, and there is
limited capacity to expand. An additional three
classrooms would be required; additional playing field
land would be required to enable the primary school to
expand. There is limited secondary capacity from 20162018, additional capacity would be required but The
Peele School has sufficient land to expand. There is a
lack of capacity at sixth form level at University
Academy Holbeach. A study will be required to identify
the nature of the buildings to be delivered at each level
and will be phased to be meet requirements and will be
dependent on school needs. Anglian Water has
commented that the foul sewerage network would
require upgrading for all of the sites and that all
developments should seek to reduce flood risk and
incorporate Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS). It is
expected that some housing will need to be built and
occupied before developers make a financial
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so d s it seem sensible to keep increasing the
population in such numbers. You are obviously
expecting flooding as SHDC have put up red ER signs
along the A17. During the meeting it was stated that
local infrastructure was not the role of the planning
department. I would respectfully state that it is of more
importance to develop this before thinking of further
new housing provision.

contribution towards infrastructure improvements – this
is accepted practice nationally. The potential
employment sites in Long Sutton cover 9.3ha; this is
considered to be a suitable amount of land to provide
jobs for residents who may choose to live and work in
the Long Sutton area, and should appropriately
complement the delivery of 580 new dwellings over the
plan period. The Highways Authority identifies ‘LO002
Bridge Road eastern frontage looks to be wide enough
to accommodate a suitable access and there is suitable
visibility in both directions. Bridge Road is the old A17 so
is of a suitable standard to be able to accommodate the
vehicular activity associated with a B1 B2 and B8 use on
this site’ and for LO001 to the west of Hundreds Lane
could be satisfactorily accessed from Bridge Road. The
new site to the south of the existing food processing site
could be developed as an extension to the existing
factory but there is a 7.5 tonne maximum weight limit
on Hundreds Lane (to the south of the existing Hundreds
Lane access to the food processing site). If access were
to be formed there, some substantial improvement
works would be required on Hundreds Lane.’ So it
appears a satisfactory access solution could be achieved.
Public transport provision is not a Local Plan matter. The
Highways Authority identifies that there are no plans for
works on the A17 at present. The Environment Agency
identifies that ‘allocations in areas of hazard would need
to ensure that finished floor levels are raised to the
appropriate level with additional flood resilient
construction incorporated into proposals. Developers
would need to confirm that they can achieve required
mitigation and that the proposal would still be
deliverable. Adopt a Flood Risk Mitigation Policy to
ensure safe development as set out in the Long Sutton
Housing Papers. The Local Plan will have to demonstrate
how arising infrastructure needs will be met, and these
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matters will be dealt with in later versions of the
document and the Infrastructure Delivery Plan that will
accompany it.
ID1:

1310

comment_content:
For purposes of clarification, clients of Geoffrey Collings
& Co. own both LOS019 AND LOS020. There is a small
area of land between LOS019 and Lancaster Drive with
unknown ownership. We will continue to make
enquiries as to ownership.

comment_author:

Geoffrey Collings & Co

Officer Comment:
Confirmation of ownership of Los019 and Los020 is
noted.
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ID1:

1311

comment_content:
Los020, Los019, Los006, Los009: I have the following
concerns with regard to the proposed location for new
housing: The Area relies heavily on the land for
drainage, the more building on the land compromises
the integrity of the drainage system. Access to the
roads: The sites suggest a heavy burden on the existing
roads which at peak times are not good, plus the local
town center and supermarket (Co-Op) are already short
of parking. The locations proposed and many of the
others are in areas of a high number of elderly
residents, higher volumes of traffic through these
residential areas will be dangerous and disturbing. The
properties WILL have a detrimental impact on the
aesthetic nature of the town and will change the nature
of living here the towns character is that of a
countrified area the perceived look will change with the
presentation of new houses projecting out toward the
A17. The town d s not require any more houses there
have been numerous builds over the recent years and
there are developments already on the go. The Town
Certainly d s not need or can support any more
inhabitants, the surgery is overwhelmed, the town and
supermarket are also overwhelmed already There are
few local jobs to support the new inhabitants the area
is mainly farm land and in reducing the farm land you
remove jobs. The new residents will either take existing
jobs that are already sought after or commute adding a
greater burden to the environment and road
infrastructure. Please bear in mind that there are a lot
of slow moving vehicles in the area (HGV's and farm
machinery) that already add to the stress of the existing
number of commuters and frequently results in Road
Traffic Accidents, many of which are fatal. The Town

comment_author:

Mr Gary Edwards

Officer Comment:
Anglian Water has commented that the capacity of the
surface water network has major constraints, and that
all developments should seek to reduce flood risk and
incorporate Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS). The
Highways Authority identifies that ‘Los019 appears to be
accessible from the turning area at the end of Lancaster
Drive although there may be a ransom strip. The site
could be accessed through Los006 and Los020 where
provision should be made to complete the road to the
site boundary; Site Los020 may be accessible from
Dunlin Drive although not solely and there may be a
ransom strip. The site could be accessed through Los006
and provision should be made to the site boundary of
Los019; a wide access to Los006 is available to Station
Road/Cowpers Gate between two dwellings. Visibility on
the traffic approach side is satisfactory. Visibility to the
south is over the frontages of adjacent dwellings and
could be compromised. Provision should be made to
Los009 and Los020; site Los009 is accessible through
Los006 where provision should be made to complete
the road to the site boundary.’ It appears that
satisfactory access can be achieved, although this may
not be as straightforward as for other sites. The
Highways Authority have not identified an adverse
highways safety impacts associated with the
development of this site. The SHLAA identifies that 381
dwellings could be achieved at an assumed density of
20/hectare, and it is not accepted that development at
this density would be incompatible with local character.
The site lies between Station Road, Lancaster Drive and
Skelton Drive so would not project any further south
than the existing Skelton Drive development. In the last
five years there have been 96 completions, with a
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already suffers from poor recreation facilities or open
spaces for the children who often hang around the
town. What the town need is more facilities more
suited to this nature rather than adding to the problem
with more inhabitants and even less space. To date I
have never heard of any one saying they would like to
come and live here but can't find anywhere to live I
would question the logic that Long Sutton needs more
housing where it is a town that sees the younger
members move away to where the work is (London,
Peterborough, Kings Lynn etc.) and the elderly enjoy
living out the rest of their lives.

further 160 dwellings consented, therefore it is not
accepted that there have been numerous builds and
developments permitted. The CCG’s have commented
that currently there is some capacity at the local GP
surgery(ies) to accommodate additional patients,
however County wide there is an increasing shortage of
GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff which could
affect future capacity should demand increase. Shops
are commercial enterprises and are market led; new
development may lead to an increase in shops and
services in the long term. The potential employment
sites in Long Sutton cover 9.3ha; this is considered to be
a suitable amount of land to provide jobs for residents
who may choose to live and work in the Long Sutton
area, and should appropriately complement the delivery
of 580 new dwellings over the plan period. Slow moving
farm vehicles and HGVs supporting the agricultural
industry are common features of most roads in the Plan
Area. The Local Plan covers the period to 2036.
Sufficient land needs to be provided to ensure that the
area’s objectively assessed need is met in the short and
long term, this includes affordable housing, homes for
families, starter homes and homes for older people.
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ID1:

1312

comment_content:
The Civic Society held a public meeting in Long Sutton
on 15th February to enable local people to ask
questions and comment on the Plan. Over 140 people
attended and have been encouraged by us to make
their specific comments and concerns direct to you.
Many of the concerns raised at the meeting are similar
to those expressed by society members and have been
incorporated in the comments to this response. To
summarise, the principal areas of concern raised at the
public meeting were:The lack of awareness of the local community to the
consultation process
The principal of any new housing in Long Sutton given
the impact to already stretched local services (including
health services, schools, open space and police
services). The concern about the lack of public transport
The inclusion of some sites in the town without
consultation with the owners of those sites (which may
result in the withdrawal of some sites by the owners)
The concerns about flood risk for the proposed new
sites The unsuitability of some of the proposed sites for
new housing given known access problems, ground
water, location, landlocking and existing service
infrastructure limitations.
Affordable housing provision evidently not meeting
locality need.
The general lack of local employment and need to
travel for work and the shortage of new local
employment allocations.
Existing traffic pressures in the area
Long standing problems of sewage disposal caused by
shallow drainage and inadequate falls in low lying areas
such as some of those proposed for development.

comment_author:

Long Sutton and District Civic Soci

Officer Comment:
n accordance with the SE Lincolnshire Statement of
Community Involvement the Local Plan consultation was
advertised widely in local media, in local shops and
facilities and by local groups. Letters/emails were also
sent to all those on the Local Plan consultation
database. The Local Plan will have to demonstrate how
arising infrastructure needs will be met, and these
matters will be dealt with in later versions of the
document and the Infrastructure Delivery Plan that will
accompany it. The CCG’s have commented that
currently there is some capacity at the local GP
surgery(ies) to accommodate additional patients,
however County wide there is an increasing shortage of
GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff which could
affect future capacity should demand increase. The
County Education Department has commented that
there is no capacity at the primary school at the present
time, and there is limited capacity to expand. An
additional three classrooms would be required;
additional playing field land would be required to enable
the primary school to expand. There is limited secondary
capacity from 2016-2018, additional capacity would be
required but The Peele School has sufficient land to
expand. There is a lack of capacity at sixth form level at
University Academy Holbeach. A study will be required
to identify the nature of the buildings to be delivered at
each level and will be phased to be meet requirements
and will be dependent on school needs. Any new
development of 11 or more dwellings would be
expected to provide for recreational open space/play
areas to meet the needs of its residents; given the size
of this development it is expected that this would be
provided on site, which would provide additional open
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space in this part of Long Sutton. Public transport
provision is not a Local Plan matter. Although some sites
had apparently not been submitted by the landowner,
they were submitted by their agent, so it had been
assumed that the owner was aware of the submission.
However sites are able to be withdrawn from the Local
Plan process at any time and given the amount of land
available for housing in Long Sutton the withdrawal of
some sites is not considered to adversely affect the
housing land supply. The Environment Agency identifies
that ‘allocations in areas of hazard would need to ensure
that finished floor levels are raised to the appropriate
level with additional flood resilient construction
incorporated into proposals. Developers would need to
confirm that they can achieve required mitigation and
that the proposal would still be deliverable. Adopt a
Flood Risk Mitigation Policy to ensure safe
development.’ Detailed guidance on finished floor levels
is set out in the Long Sutton Housing Papers.
Confirmation will be sought from the promoters of sites
to ensure that flood mitigation can be secured as part of
a viable scheme. Detailed comments made relating to
site-specific issues have been addressed elsewhere in
this report. Affordable housing may be required on sites
of 11 or more dwellings. SHDC has a closed Housing
Register, therefore anyone on it is in housing need and
has a realistic chance of being rehoused – residents
therefore do not need to already live in Long Sutton.
The potential employment sites in Long Sutton cover
9.3ha; this is considered to be a suitable amount of land
to provide jobs for residents who may choose to live and
work in the Long Sutton area, and should appropriately
complement the delivery of 580 new dwellings over the
plan period. The Highways Authority have identified no
adverse impacts on the highways network from the
proposed level of housing identified for Long Sutton.
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Anglian Water has commented that the foul sewerage
network would require upgrading for all of the sites and
that all developments should seek to reduce flood risk
and incorporate Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS).
ID1:

1313

comment_content:
Loss of privacy: My property is situated in the middle of
the proposed development I am connected to Wisbech
Road by a cart track. I would be surrounded on all sides
by a development.
Traffic generation: Wisbech Road is already a busy
highway, proposed housing development would
aggrevate the situation. As Wisbech Road is on the
outer section of the town the development would
create more traffic as families would be more mobile.
Noise and disturbance resulting from use: There are
insufficient jobs in Long Sutton to sustain the
population at present. To develop the area would add
to the number of people commuting increasing the
number o cars on local roads. Long Sutton d s not need
more housing, properities that are for sale take
numerous months to sell.

comment_author:

Mr S Unwin

Officer Comment:
It is inevitable that the development of this site would
change the outlook of existing nearby dwellings, but this
is equally true of all alternative sites. At the time of a
planning application, the layout and design of a scheme
would be carefully scrutinised to minimise overlooking
and privacy loss. The Highways Authority identifies that
‘Los015 should be developed with a comprehensive
road layout with access onto both Seagate Road and
Wisbech Road. The eastern boundary of Los015 (where
the bridge is) has a long frontage onto Wisbech Road so
a junction with the prescribed visibility splays should be
capable of being provided along that frontage’. The
potential employment sites in Long Sutton cover 9.3ha;
this is considered to be a suitable amount of land to
provide jobs for residents who may choose to live and
work in the Long Sutton area, and should appropriately
complement the delivery of 580 new dwellings over the
plan period.
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ID1:

1320

comment_content:
We write regarding the proposed new housing sites in
Long Sutton and the Long Sutton Civic Society meeting
on Monday 15th February. We wish to point out that
until we received their leaflet we were unaware of this
matter, and therefore have little time to gather the
facts before the deadline. We are happy with Long
Sutton of today, there are problems, there always are,
yet we all need to not aggravate the situation.
Flooding: before you cover more of the area in
concrete, sort out the possible problems. All those signs
showing the exit route is no help, we cannot take our
properties and they are our investments.
Policing: We all know we are not not getting the
protection we are entitled to now, so what hope do we
have when all the houses materialise.
Drs, Dentist & Health Centres: all are working to
capacity, how much longer will we have to wait for
appointments etc then?
Sewerage: If the problems cannot be sorted now, how
are they going to cope with all these extra properties?
Don't pretend there are no problems.
Roads: Long Sutton roads are not designed to take
today's traffic let alone encourage more. One takes
their life in their hands everytime they try to overtake a
tractor. We know they are necessary but we should not
be expected to accommodate additional vehicles.
Shops: We have one small supermarket. Tescos
application was refused because of parking problems.
What arrangements are there to attract more
supermarkets or are we to go to Wisbech or Spalding?
Schools/playgroups/nurseries etc: what provision are
being made for extra places?
Jobs: What is being done to bring more employment to

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs Foster

Officer Comment:
In accordance with the SE Lincolnshire Statement of
Community Involvement the Local Plan consultation was
advertised widely in local media, in local shops and
facilities and by local groups. Letters/emails were also
sent to all those on the Local Plan consultation
database. The Environment Agency identifies that
‘allocations in areas of hazard would need to ensure that
finished floor levels are raised to the appropriate level
with additional flood resilient construction incorporated
into proposals. Developers would need to confirm that
they can achieve required mitigation and that the
proposal would still be deliverable. Adopt a Flood Risk
Mitigation Policy to ensure safe development.’ Detailed
guidance on finished floor levels is set out in the Long
Sutton Housing Papers. Confirmation will be sought
from the promoters of sites to ensure that flood
mitigation can be secured as part of a viable scheme.
Anglian Water has commented that all developments
should seek to reduce flood risk and incorporate
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS). The Local Plan will
have to demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs
will be met, and these matters will be dealt with in later
versions of the document and the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. The County Education Department has
commented that there is no capacity at the primary
school at the present time, and there is limited capacity
to expand. An additional three classrooms would be
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Officer Recommendation:
Los012, Los015 and Los030 are some of the more
suitable Potential Housing Sites in Long Sutton and
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suitable Potential Employment Sites in South Holland
and it should be taken forward as a Preferred Option
Employment Allocation.
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the town? We need employment/employers now.
What/where are the sites to accommodate these? New
houses will have to be paid for. Owners could
commute - more cars on our roads. Has any feasibility
being done?Wildlife: These need to be considered even
if the council representatives don't appear to think they
are important.
Out of work/school/home activities: Everyone is
entitled to somewhere to relax, chill out, dog walk etc.
We live on the edge of Los015. We understand 190
properties could be accommodated. How many private
cars, self employed van owners will be based here,
delivery vehicles, other vehicles? These are all
necessary for every day living. However pretty
developers make there schemes look there are only
two roads these vehicles can use., Seagate Road and
Wisbech Road. Both are two lane leading to the busy
A17. Wisbech Road has the added problem of the very
busy factory transport from Sutton bridge, Roman Bank
and London Road using it, plus pop bottle bridge which
is a hazard its self for some of the lorries that use it.
Seagate Road is a very busy road with large vehicles,
caravans, cars etc. These point link up to our earlier
points.
How many homes should be built? Use the brownfield
land and leave the fields to grow food for our growing
population. There is no point trying to sort out one and
create six more. Whatever the people sitting in their
ivory tower want/expect/demand, no one can squeeze
a quart into a pint pot. They have to accept that the
number of houses are too high. We are unable to
accommodate them. We are happy and proud of our
town, just leave us, the people who live here to decide
what is possible.

required; additional playing field land would be required
to enable the primary school to expand. There is limited
secondary capacity from 2016-2018, additional capacity
would be required but The Peele School has sufficient
land to expand. There is a lack of capacity at sixth form
level at University Academy Holbeach. A study will be
required to identify the nature of the buildings to be
delivered at each level and will be phased to be meet
requirements and will be dependent on school needs.
Anglian Water has commented that the foul sewerage
network would require upgrading for all of the sites. The
Highways Authority have identified no adverse impacts
on the highways network from the proposed level of
housing identified for Long Sutton. The South East
Lincolnshire Town Centres and Retail Capacity Study
identifies no need to identify land for new retail
development in Long Sutton to 2031. Shops are
commercial enterprises so any new development or
extension will be market led. New development could
therefore help attract new facilities to the area. The
potential employment sites in Long Sutton cover 9.3ha;
this is considered to be a suitable amount of land to
provide jobs for residents who may choose to live and
work in the Long Sutton area, and should appropriately
complement the delivery of 580 new dwellings over the
plan period. The SHLAA identifies for most sites that
there will be no adverse impact upon the natural
environment. However an Extended Phase 1 Habitat
Survey may be required at planning application stage to
identify the presence/absence of biodiversity interests
on the site and to identify whether further surveys will
be required, such as for protected species. Any new
development of 11 or more dwellings would be
expected to provide for recreational open space/play
areas to meet the needs of its residents which could
provide additional open space in Long Sutton. The
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Highways Authority identifies that ‘Los015 should be
developed with a comprehensive road layout with
access onto both Seagate Road and Wisbech Road. The
eastern boundary of Los015 (where the bridge is) has a
long frontage onto Wisbech Road so a junction with the
prescribed visibility splays should be capable of being
provided along that frontage’. Most of the sites are
classified as best and most versatile agricultural land,
but this is equally true of all greenfield sites in and
around South Holland. It is accepted that it is preferable
to develop previously-developed sites, but such sites are
not available in sufficient numbers to meet Long
Sutton’s housing needs.
ID1:

1361

comment_content:
Geoffrey Collings & Co acts for the owner of LOS026
who supports its inclusion in the Assessment as a
Developable Site. The owner has already demonstrated
his willingness to negotiate a sale to a developer,
having sold the adjoining land a few year ago. This land
has now been developed. There is vehicular access
from this new development into LOS026. Services have
also been taken to the common boundary.

comment_author:

Geoffrey Collings & Co

Officer Comment:
Confirmation of the availability of Los026 is noted. The
Highways Authority identifies that 'this site could be
developed off Lime Walk provided the frontage
footway, drainage and street lighting are extended.
Secondary access off Magpie Close and connection to
Los008 would be desirable.' Confirmation that services
are taken to the boundary is noted.
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Officer Recommendation:
Los026 is one of the more suitable Potential Housing
Sites in Long Sutton and should be taken forward as a
Preferred Option Housing Allocation.
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ID1:

1362

comment_content:
Where we live there is two separate fields behind us.
One is set aside land (Los015) & the other as a field
where the owner has crops growing. On the set aside
land and public footpath there is a two inspection
chambers for sewage from all of the houses that back
onto the field. On numerous occasions these have over
flowed and still do. These fields and adjoining dykes &
hedgerows house wild animals such as munk jack deer /
foxes / nets / owls and other wild birds which we are
lucky enough to be able to see and appreciate. If
houses or other buildings where situated on the land
then the animals etc would be forced out. The area
where we are is a flood risk area so building house etc
on this land would cause even more problems than we
have at the moment. Allowing the building of more
house in our area isn't any good when the
infrastructure isn't capable of sustaining the people
that live here at the moment. At present the Doctors
surgery isn't big enough or open long enough. Dentists
are full and you have to go out of town. Primary school
isn't large enough for the influx of more children. Not
enough shops or outlets locally for the people who live
here at the moment without more people moving in.

comment_author:

Craig Hardy

Officer Comment:
The ongoing operation, access and maintenance of any
sewerage infrastructure would need to be maintained.
The design of new development would need to ensure
that residential amenity is not affected by proximity to
such infrastructure. The SHLAA identifies that the site
‘will not have adverse impacts on natural, built or
historic assets’ however an Extended Phase 1 Habitat
Survey may be required to identify the
presence/absence of biodiversity interests on the site
and to identify whether further surveys will be required,
such as for protected species. There are no public rights
of way crossing the site. However development would
provide an opportunity to improve connectivity for
pedestrians and cyclists from Seagate Road to Wisbech
Road and may lead to the route referred to being
formalised. The Environment Agency identifies that all
the site is within Flood Zone 3a, and the majority of the
site is within flood hazard in 2115 ‘danger for most’, and
flood depth in 2115 ‘0.25-0.5m’, therefore it is one of
the most sequentially preferable sites in terms of flood
risk in Long Sutton. A Flood Risk Assessment will be
required to ensure that through development the risk
on and off site, up and downstream will be no worse as
a consequence of development, this is likely to include
mitigation measures identified in the Long Sutton
Housing Papers. The Local Plan will have to demonstrate
how arising infrastructure needs will be met, and these
matters will be dealt with in later versions of the
document and the Infrastructure Delivery Plan that will
accompany it. The CCG’s have commented that
currently there is some capacity at the local GP
surgery(ies) to accommodate additional patients,
however County wide there is an increasing shortage of
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Los012, Los015 and Los030 are some of the more
suitable Potential Housing Sites in Long Sutton and
should be taken forward as Preferred Option Housing
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GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff which could
affect future capacity should demand increase. The
County Education Department has commented that
there is no capacity at the primary school at the present
time, and there is limited capacity to expand. An
additional three classrooms would be required;
additional playing field land would be required to enable
the primary school to expand. There is limited secondary
capacity from 2016-2018, additional capacity would be
required but The Peele School has sufficient land to
expand. There is a lack of capacity at sixth form level at
University Academy Holbeach. A study will be required
to identify the nature of the buildings to be delivered at
each level and will be phased to be meet requirements
and will be dependent on school needs. The South East
Lincolnshire Town Centres and Retail Capacity Study
identifies no need to identify land for new retail
development in Long Sutton to 2031. Shops are
commercial enterprises so any new development or
extension will be market led. New development could
therefore help attract new facilities to the area.
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ID1:

1363

comment_content:
Our client supports the proposed housing allocations
on the following site Los006 in Long Sutton. We have
been in discussion with the agents of the adjacent
landowners who act in relation to sites Los019 and
Los020 and the Council is mindful to work in
conjunction with the landowner to bring forward these
allocated sites for development. Lincolnshire County
Council as sole landowner is fully supportive of
residential development on this site. The site is
available, suitable and ready for residential
development now. Development of this site will assist
the Council in achieving the proposed total housing
allocation for South Holland as detailed by Policy 12
'Distribution of Housing' of the South East Lincolnshire
Draft Local Plan. The development of the site could also
provide a significant provision of affordable homes in
accordance with the requirements of proposed Policy
15: Affordable Housing and developer contribution in
accordance with proposed Policy 6: Developer
Contributions.

comment_author:

Mouchel Consulting

Officer Comment:
Confirmation that Los006 is available is welcome,
discussions with adjoining landowners is noted. Should
the site(s) be allocated their development will
contribute to the housing requirement for Long Sutton
and South Holland. Recognition that the site could
accommodate affordable housing and make provision
for developer contributions is welcome.
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ID1:

1364

comment_content:
Re: Los019 - We object and deem this allocated land to
be unsuitable on the following basisUnder the land are large drainage pipes that feed the
surface water from Long Sutton into the drain on the
western border. - That drain varies in depth dependant
on rainfall and height can vary dramatically, with steep
sides therefore rendering it hazardous to children as
the bottom of the drain is approx.
5ft deep running silt which acts like quicksand and
would present a serious hazard.
There is also a nature reserve area near the drain with a
large pond which would also be hazardous and
development would adversely affect wildlife as there
are many nesting birds both water and garden that may
lose their habitat.
If the access point is from Lancaster drive then this
already services church green and Lancaster close and
is not a sufficiently wide road for existing traffic let
alone additional. Many people park along here already,
additional development would further increase
capacity on an overstretched drive with safety issues
for people continually man uvring around parked cars
SHIDB have access rights from Lancaster drive to the
drain for servicing and maintenance, limits and
restrictions would need to be put in place to enable this
to continue -potential flooding issues with the sheer
volume of water that passes through the drain
following heavy rain
The land is in a corner and privacy/overlooking issues
need to be taken into account to be sympathetic to
existing properties

comment_author:

Mr N & Mrs F Holmes

Officer Comment:
It is common for new development in the Local Plan
area to be developed on sites bounded by drains. The
IDBs have robust guidance to ensure that an appropriate
stand-off distance is adhered to and that the design of
new development does not compromise residents
safety. The SHLAA identifies that the site ‘will not have
adverse impacts on natural, built or historic assets’
however an Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey may be
required to identify the presence/absence of
biodiversity interests on the site and to identify whether
further surveys will be required, such as for protected
species. The Highways Authority identifies that ‘Los019
appears to be accessible from the turning area at the
end of Lancaster Drive although there may be a ransom
strip. The site could be accessed through Los006 and
Los020 where provision should be made to complete
the road to the site boundary; Site Los020 may be
accessible from Dunlin Drive although not solely and
there may be a ransom strip. The site could be accessed
through Los006 and provision should be made to the
site boundary of Los019; a wide access to Los006 is
available to Station Road/Cowpers Gate between two
dwellings. Visibility on the traffic approach side is
satisfactory. Visibility to the south is over the frontages
of adjacent dwellings and could be compromised.
Provision should be made to Los009 and Los020; site
Los009 is accessible through Los006 where provision
should be made to complete the road to the site
boundary.’ It appears that satisfactory access can be
achieved, although this may not be as straightforward as
for other sites. The Local Plan will have to demonstrate
how parking needs arising from new development will
be addressed. These matters will be dealt with in later
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versions of the document. Access rights for drains and
other utilities infrastructure will be maintained through
an easement and/or other legal mechanisms. The
majority of the site is within Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard
in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for most’, and flood
depth in 2115 is classified as ‘0.5-1.0m’, although site
Los009 is within Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is
classified as ‘danger for most’, and flood depth in 2115
is classified as ‘1.0-2.0m’, one of the least sequentially
preferable sites in Long Sutton. Anglian Water has
commented that the capacity of the surface water
network has major constraints, and that all
developments should seek to reduce flood risk and
incorporate Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS). It is
inevitable that the development of this site would
change the outlook of existing nearby dwellings, but this
is equally true of all alternative sites. At the time of a
planning application, the layout and design of a scheme
would be carefully scrutinised to minimise overlooking
and privacy loss.
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ID1:

1365

comment_content:
Larkfleet Homes and their sister company Allison
Homes have interests throughout the Plan area,
including: - Long Sutton (former Butterfly Park).
Planning permission has been granted for this site for
its development for housing. We suggest that the Local
Plan settlement boundary is redrawn to include this
area within the settlement boundary and identified as a
commitment.

comment_author:

Larkfleet Homes

Officer Comment:
It is accepted that the former Butterfly Park has planning
permission for housing development. During the public
consultation there was some concern expressed about
this planning permission. Recent discussions with
Members also revealed concerns about this proposal
indicating that there was no desire to ensure
development in this location if the planning permission
for the present proposal were to lapse. The site has,
therefore, been designated as lying outside the
emerging settlement boundary for Long Sutton. Los037
is identified as a Housing Commitment on the Policies
Map.
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ID1:

1366

comment_content:
The parish council and residents feel that there should
be no further large developments in the town because
of the continued strain on the infrastructure. The
council has been made aware that SHDC do not
consider this to be a planning consideration however,
planners need to address the strain on the schools,
health care, transport and types of development
approved. The problems cannot be resolved by
developers simply contributing to the County Council
when the contributions would not fund the additional
services required. Large developments and ECO
developments are not compatible with Long Sutton
which is a historic Georgian Town and any
developments should be small and in keeping with the
town and its environs. The local Medical Practice is
unable to cope and cannot recruit new GPs to provide
quality health care and this will not be resolved by
further strains on existing facilities or building new
health centres there is a need to be incentives to
attract dentists, doctors and teachers. The local schools
are also full and the primary school has lost greenspace
and outside areas to expand the present facilities and
the footprint of the site cannot withstand continued
expansion. The population has a high percentage of
elderly residents and health provision is a priority.
Residents are unable to access appointments easily.
There are also transport issues and and those without
private transport and not on the main bus route could
become isolated. Local transport is not provided past
6.30 p.m. and restricts access to leisure facilities, i.e.
cinema, theatres, for all ages. Whilst there is a youth
club in the town and a gym there is little provision for
the younger members of the parish and they are unable

comment_author:

Long Sutton Parish Council

Officer Comment:
The Local Plan will have to demonstrate how arising
infrastructure needs will be met, and these matters will
be dealt with in later versions of the document and the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The
County Education Department has commented that
there is no capacity at the primary school at the present
time, and there is limited capacity to expand. An
additional three classrooms would be required;
additional playing field land would be required to enable
the primary school to expand. There is limited secondary
capacity from 2016-2018, additional capacity would be
required but The Peele School has sufficient land to
expand. There is a lack of capacity at sixth form level at
University Academy Holbeach. A study will be required
to identify the nature of the buildings to be delivered at
each level and will be phased to be meet requirements
and will be dependent on school needs. The CCG’s have
commented that currently there is some capacity at the
local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate additional
patients, however County wide there is an increasing
shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare staff
which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. The Highways Authority has raised no
objection to the level of housing identified for Long
Sutton on the highways network or highways safety.
Public transport provision is not a Local Plan matter.
National legislation states that developer contributions
can only be used to make a development necessary in
planning terms; for infrastructure that is directly related
to the development and where they are fairly and
reasonably related in scale and kind to the
development. Therefore any contribution s secured
would be used to improve infrastructure locally. a mix of
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Officer Recommendation:
SB002 Wingland is one of the more suitable
employment sites in South Holland and should be taken
forward as a Preferred Option Main Employment
Allocation. SB007: Wingland Power Station and SB014
Wingland Power Station B are some of the more
suitable employment sites in South Holland and should
be taken forward as a Preferred Option Restricted Use
Sites. Los008, Los026, Los012, Los015 and Los030 are
some of the more suitable Potential Housing Sites in
Long Sutton and should be taken forward as Preferred
Option Housing Allocations. Los006, Los009, Los014,
Los020, Los023 and Los028 are not some of the more
suitable Potential Housing Sites in Long Sutton and
should not be taken forward as Preferred Option
Housing Allocations.
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to access facilities in the larger towns due to the
restricted transport services. There is little provision for
new employment within the area. Current identified
sites for light industry should be better promoted i.e.
the Wingland Enterprise Park in Sutton Bridge with
developments other than Power Stations and Gasifiers
and instead attract more light industry which would
have minimal environmental impact and enhance
rather than detract from more positive developments
in the area such as the forthcoming Marina at Sutton
Bridge which in turn could increase the economic
development of Long Sutton. The Town has a
Community Led Plan which reflects the views and
desires of the parishioners of Long Sutton. This has
been supplied to SHDC for their information and they
ask that this be used as a consultation document when
the proposals are considered for the Parish.
Los015, 012 and 030: The proposed land marked for
development which is situated between the A1101
Wisbech Road and Seagate Road is a Flood Risk area 3.
There are currently problems with the sewerage
services and Anglian Water is very aware of the ongoing
problems. There are two underlying pipes along the
edge of the development and again these back up
regularly which suggests that further development on
this area would exacerbate existing problems. The
A1101 Wisbech Road is the Lincolnshire C C designated
route for HGV's to access the A17 from the Princes
Factory on Bridge Road, Little Sutton. The road, in
particular on the brow of the bridge is very narrow and
if HGV's meet they are unable to pass or man uvre
easily. It is a known accident black spot and a number
of cars have left the road and landed in the gardens of
properties below the bridge. In addition to the traffic
issues access to the site from Wisbech Road would be
hazardous because it would be located at the bottom

small and larger scale housing sites are required to
ensure that a mix of house types and tenures can be
delivered across the plan period. This will also cater for
demand from national and local housebuilders and for
self build. It should be possible through good design to
ensure that new housing sites (small or large) can
complement the character of Long Sutton and integrate
with the existing built form. Although Long Sutton has a
historic core the properties that adjoin these sites are
late 20th century; even so the design of new
development should ensure that any new housing
complements and adds to the character of the
surrounding area. A bus service operates between
Spalding and King’s Lynn (every 20 minutes MondaySaturday, every 30 minutes on a Sunday), stopping in
Long Sutton, in addition there is a CallConnect service.
These services stop in the town centres and Springfields
where employment and leisure opportunities may be.
Whilst it is true that services do not operate after 7pm,
residents are able to access a range of leisure facilities,
shops and services in Long Sutton, but it is accepted that
residents are more likely to use a car/van to travel to
work or for leisure but this is true of residents in most
settlements. The potential employment sites in Long
Sutton cover 9.3ha; this is considered to be a suitable
amount of land to provide jobs for residents who may
choose to live and work in the Long Sutton area, and
should appropriately complement the delivery of 580
new dwellings over the plan period. Wingland is an
allocated employment site, and has been promoted for
offices, industry and storage for several years, however
is proving unattractive to the market. The additional
employment land would be capable of attracting the full
range of B class development including light industry.
The Parish Plan has helped inform the proposals for the
Long Sutton area. Los012 and Los015 are within Flood
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on the Pop Bottle bridge and near to existing accesses.
The land is also the home to Monk jack deer, barn owls,
foxes, newts and frogs and any development would
have a detrimental impact on wildlife. There is a
footpath that runs along the boundary from Seagate
Road to Wisbech Road and is a leisure amenity for
residents which has been used for many years. Any
proposed development of the site would require the
land being built up which could make economically
unviable for development.
Los006, 009 and 020: The site is in a Flood Risk Area 3.
This area is a large development which can only be
accessed via a small access between two existing
properties and would in effect create a large cul-de-sac
of houses which in turn could cause hazards when
exiting onto Station Road. Land on this site would be
require the land to be built up and would make any
proposed development economically unviable.
Former Butterfly Park, London Road: This site was
subject to great opposition from local residents and
permission was only granted due to the high ECO
credentials for the proposed development which were
then amended to a lower specification. This area should
remain outside of the planning boundary and not be
included as an area of future development should the
current planning permissions lapse. Development of
this site would require the land to be built up and
would make any proposed development economically
unviable.
Los026 and 008: This area is on the boundary of Long
Sutton and Lutton and by granting permission the two
villages would be in danger of being amalgamated and
losing their identity. There is already a new large
development adjacent to the site and due to low
demand most of the dwellings were then purchased as
social housing which in turn affected the value of the

Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for
most’, and flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘0.250.5m’ one of the most sequentially preferable sites in
Long Sutton, and site Los030 is within Flood Zone 3a,
flood hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for most’,
and flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘0.5-1m’, not the
most sequentially preferable sites but with less risk than
most other sites in Long Sutton. Anglian Water identifies
that the foul sewerage network would require
upgrading for this site, but this is equally true of all sites
in Long Sutton. The Highways Authority identifies that
‘Los015 should be developed with a comprehensive
road layout with access onto both Seagate Road and
Wisbech Road. The eastern boundary of Los015 (where
the bridge is) has a long frontage onto Wisbech Road so
a junction with the prescribed visibility splays should be
capable of being provided along that frontage’. The
SHLAA identifies that the site ‘will not have adverse
impacts on natural, built or historic assets’ however an
Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey may be required to
identify the presence/absence of biodiversity interests
on the site and to identify whether further surveys will
be required, such as for protected species. There are no
public rights of way crossing the site. However
development would provide an opportunity to improve
connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists from Seagate
Road to Wisbech Road and may lead to the route
referred to being formalised. The SHLAA indicates that
‘opening up costs are likely to be relatively low
(although flood mitigation costs are likely), therefore it
is not accepted that development of the site would be
unviable. The majority of Los006, Los019 and Los020 are
within Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is classified
as ‘danger for most’, and flood depth in 2115 is
classified as ‘0.5-1.0m’, although site Los009 is within
Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is classified as
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private homes on the site. To further develop this area
would in effect create a large housing estate with very
little open space or amenities. The land is a Flood Risk
Area 3. Development of this site would require the land
to be built up and would make any proposed
development economically unviable
Los014 and 028: There is no access to Los028 and can
only be accessed by a narrow road on Los014 either
side of existing properties. This is a Flood Risk Area 3.
Development of this site would require the land to be
built up and would make any proposed development
economically unviable.
Los023: This area of land can only be accessed via a
narrow access leading onto either London Road in
between two existing properties or onto Roman Bank
onto a dangerous corner. This is a Flood Risk Area 3.
Development of this site would require the land to be
built up and would make any proposed development
economically unviable.

‘danger for most’, and flood depth in 2115 is classified
as ‘1.0-2.0m’, one of the least sequentially preferable
sites in Long Sutton. The Highways Authority identifies
that ‘Los019 appears to be accessible from the turning
area at the end of Lancaster Drive although there may
be a ransom strip. The site could be accessed through
Los006 and Los020 where provision should be made to
complete the road to the site boundary; Site Los020
may be accessible from Dunlin Drive although not solely
and there may be a ransom strip. The site could be
accessed through Los006 and provision should be made
to the site boundary of Los019; a wide access to Los006
is available to Station Road/Cowpers Gate between two
dwellings. Visibility on the traffic approach side is
satisfactory. Visibility to the south is over the frontages
of adjacent dwellings and could be compromised.
Provision should be made to Los009 and Los020; site
Los009 is accessible through Los006 where provision
should be made to complete the road to the site
boundary.’ It appears that satisfactory access can be
achieved, although this may not be as straightforward as
for other sites. The SHLAA identifies that ‘opening up
infrastructure costs are likely to be relatively high
(highways improvements and flood mitigation but there
is a reasonable prospect that it would be developed.’
Therefore it is not accepted that development of the
site would be unviable. Support for Los037 being located
outside the settlement boundary is noted. The SHLAA
indicates that ‘opening up costs are likely to be relatively
low (although flood mitigation costs are likely),
therefore it is not accepted that development of the site
would be unviable. Should Los008 and Los026 be taken
forward there would be approx. 1.2km between the
settlement boundary in that part of Long Sutton and the
boundary of Lutton, which would remain as open
countryside. Furthermore, the existing settlement
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boundary extends further north along Little London than
Los008, so it is not accepted that development in this
location would amalgamate the two settlements. The
scale of housing growth proposed for Long Sutton took
account of many issues, including: the findings of the
South East Lincolnshire Assessment of Settlements &
their Sustainability Credentials (June 2015); the
population of the parish; the local rate of housing
growth between 1976 and 2011; population and
household projections and the local availability of land
at lower risk of flooding. The completion and occupation
of the Anfield Close development indicates a demand
for both market and affordable housing. House prices
are not a planning matter. Schemes of 11 or more
dwellings may be required to provide open space on site
and/or contribute towards the provision of other
community infrastructure. This would apply to both
Los008 and Los026. Los008 and Los026 are within Flood
Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for
most’, and flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘0.5-1.0m’
not the most sequentially preferable site but with less
risk than some other sites in Long Sutton. The SHLAA
indicates that ‘opening up costs are likely to be relatively
low (although flood mitigation costs are likely),
therefore it is not accepted that development of the site
would be unviable. The Highways Authority identifies
that ‘Los014 provides access between existing dwellings
which is unsuitable but could be made suitable if
dwelling(s) were demolished. This is important because
the site appears to provide access to Los027 and Los028
and all three need to be developed as one.’ It appears
that a satisfactory access could be achieved, but the
provision is less straightforward than for most other
sites. Los014 and Los028 are within Flood Zone 3a, flood
hazard in 2115 is classified as ‘danger for most’, and
flood depth in 2115 is classified as ‘0.5-1.0m’ not the
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most sequentially preferable site but with less risk than
some other sites in Long Sutton. The SHLAA indicates
that ‘opening up costs are likely to be relatively low
(although flood mitigation costs are likely), therefore it
is not accepted that development of the site would be
unviable. The Highways Authority identifies that for
Los023 ‘access onto London Road is restricted and
compromised. A footway/cycleway would be beneficial.
Access onto Roman Bank could be achieved but is 2 or 3
metres higher than the site, on the inside of a bend and
would require large visibility splays. It would be helpful if
the existing narrow footway could be widened.’ It
appears a satisfactory access could be achieved but it
would be less straightforward than for other sites.
Los023 is within Flood Zone 3a, flood hazard in 2115 is
classified as ‘danger for most’, and flood depth in 2115
is classified as ‘0.5-1.0m’ not the most sequentially
preferable site but with less risk than some other sites in
Long Sutton. The SHLAA indicates that ‘opening up costs
are likely to be relatively low (although flood mitigation
costs are likely), therefore it is not accepted that
development of the site would be unviable.
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